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Abstract
Concrete blocks is the most widely used material in construction industries.
Therefore, it is necessary to monitor its production process especially with big
demand and re-manufactory again. Statistical process control is applied to
gain information about variation manufacturing process. Control models can
be implemented to monitor the various processes. When historical data are
available, better insight into operational procedures can be obtained through
the use of control models. The Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) and Exponential
Weight Moving Average (EWMA) models are effective statistical process
monitoring tools.
In this study, (CUSUM) and (EWMA) models are presented for
monitoring the quality of compressive strength of concrete blocks in the Gaza
strip during its production process to know if these products meet
International and Local standard specification, We also have made a
comparison between it, to know which of them is the most effective in
identifying shifts in the production process and reduce errors in decisions. The
delay in detecting an unacceptable strength can result in more penalties and
increased associated costs.
The two models were applied to four actual data sets of 28 days
characteristic compressive strengths of the four various grades of concrete
blocks and detailed information were collected from Consulting Center for
quality and calibration materials and soil testing laboratory of Gaza.
The results that are obtained from analysis the compressive strength of
the concrete blocks showed that there are a high degree deviation from Target
line - standard specification - and, an excessive variability around that target,
and finally the CUSUM model is a more effective tool for monitoring the
compressive strength quality of concrete blocks in the Gaza strip.
X

Abstract in Arabic
اﻟﻛﺗل اﻟﺧرﺳﺎﻧﯾﺔ ﻫـﻲ اﻟﻣـﺎدة اﻷﻛﺛـر اﺳـﺗﺧداﻣﺎ ﻓـﻲ اﻟﺻـﻧﺎﻋﺎت اﻹﻧﺷـﺎﺋﯾﺔ .وﻟـذﻟك ،ﻓﻣـن اﻟﺿـروري
ﻣراﻗﺑــﺔ ﻋﻣﻠﯾــﺔ إﻧﺗﺎﺟﻬــﺎ ﺧﺎﺻــﺔ ﻋﻧــد ازدﯾــﺎد اﻟطﻠــب وﻋﻧــد إﻋــﺎدة اﻟﺗﺻــﻧﯾﻊ .ﻟــذﻟك ﯾــﺗم ﺗطﺑﯾــق ﻧظــﺎم اﻟﻣراﻗﺑ ـﺔ
اﻹﺣﺻــﺎﺋﯾﺔ ﻋﻠــﻰ ﻋﻣﻠﯾــﺎت اﻟﺗﺻــﻧﯾﻊ ﻟﻠﺣﺻــول ﻋﻠــﻰ ﻣﻌﻠوﻣــﺎت ﺣــول اﺧــﺗﻼف ﻋﻣﻠﯾــﺔ اﻟﺗﺻــﻧﯾﻊ .وﯾﻣﻛــن
ﺗﻧﻔﯾــذﻫﺎ ﻋﻠــﻰ ﻣﺧﺗﻠــف اﻟﻌﻣﻠﯾــﺎت ﺑواﺳــطﺔ ﻣــﺎ ﯾﻌــرف ﺑﻧﻣــﺎذج اﻟﻣراﻗﺑــﺔ اﻹﺣﺻــﺎﺋﯾﺔ .ﻓﻌﻧــدﻣﺎ ﺗﺗــﺎح اﻟﺑﯾﺎﻧــﺎت
اﻟﺗﺎرﯾﺧﯾــﺔ ،ﻓ ــﺈن ﻧظ ـرة أﻛﺛ ــر ﺗﻌﻣﻘــﺎ ﻓ ــﻲ اﻹﺟـ ـراءات اﻟﺗﻧﻔﯾذﯾــﺔ ﯾﻣﻛ ــن اﻟﺣﺻــول ﻋﻠﯾﻬ ــﺎ ﻣــن ﺧ ــﻼل اﺳ ــﺗﺧدام
ﻧﻣﺎذج اﻟﻣراﻗﺑﺔ اﻹﺣﺻﺎﺋﯾﺔ .ﺣﯾث أن ﻧﻣوذﺟﻲ اﻟﺟﻣﻊ اﻟﺗراﻛﻣـﻲ ) (CUSUMواﻟﻣﺗوﺳـط اﻟﻣﺗﺣـرك اﻟﻣـرﺟﺢ
أﺳﯾﺎ) (EWMAﯾﻌﺗﺑران ﻣن اﻷدوات اﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﺔ ﻟﻣراﻗﺑﺔ اﻟﻌﻣﻠﯾﺎت اﻹﺣﺻﺎﺋﯾﺔ.
ﻓـﻲ ﻫـذﻩ اﻟد ارﺳـﺔ ،أﺳــﺗﺧدم ﻧﻣـوذﺟﻲ) (CUSUMو) (EWMAﻟﻣراﻗﺑـﺔ ﺟــودة ﻗـوة ﺿـﻐط اﻟﻛﺗــل
اﻟﺧرﺳــﺎﻧﯾﺔ ﻓــﻲ ﻗطــﺎع ﻏ ـزة ﺧــﻼل ﻋﻣﻠﯾــﺔ إﻧﺗﺎﺟﻬــﺎ ﻟﻣﻌرﻓــﺔ ﻣــﺎ إذا ﻛﺎﻧــت ﻫــذﻩ اﻟﻣﻧﺗﺟــﺎت ﺗواﻓــق اﻟﻣواﺻــﻔﺎت
اﻟﻘﯾﺎﺳﯾﺔ اﻟدوﻟﯾﺔ واﻟﻣﺣﻠﯾﺔ ،وأﺟرﯾت أﯾﺿﺎ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﺑﯾن اﻟﻧﻣوذﺟﯾن ﻟﻣﻌرﻓﺔ اﻟﻧﻣوذج اﻷﻛﺛـر ﻓﻌﺎﻟﯾـﺔ ﻓـﻲ ﺗﺣدﯾـد
اﻟﺗﻐﯾرات ﻓﻲ ﻋﻣﻠﯾﺔ اﻹﻧﺗﺎج وﺗﻘﻠﯾـل اﻷﺧطـﺎء ﻓـﻲ اﺗﺧـﺎذ اﻟﻘـ اررات .ﺣﯾـث أن اﻟﺗـﺄﺧﯾر ﻓـﻲ اﻟﻛﺷـف ﻋـن اﻟﻘـوة
ﻏﯾر اﻟﻣﻘﺑوﻟﺔ ﯾﻣﻛن أن ﯾؤدي إﻟﻰ ﻣزﯾد ﻣن اﻟﻌﻘﺑﺎت واﻟﺗﻛﺎﻟﯾف اﻟﻣرﺗﺑطﺔ ﺑﻬﺎ.
ﻟﻘـد ﺗـم ﺗطﺑﯾـق اﻟﻧﻣـوذﺟﯾن اﻟﻣﻘﺗـرﺣﯾن ﻋﻠـﻰ أرﺑـﻊ ﻣﺟﻣوﻋـﺎت ﻣـن اﻟﺑﯾﺎﻧـﺎت اﻟﺣﻘﯾﻘﯾـﺔ اﻟﺗـﻲ ﺗﻣﺛـل ﻗـوة
اﻟﺿــﻐط ﻋــن ﻋﻣــر 28ﯾوﻣــﺎ ﻷرﺑــﻊ رﺗــب ﻣــن اﻟﻛﺗــل اﻟﺧرﺳــﺎﻧﯾﺔ و ﻗــد ﺟﻣﻌــت ﻛــل اﻟﻣﻌﻠوﻣــﺎت ﻣﻔﺻــﻠﺔ ﻣ ـن
اﻟﻣرﻛـ ـ ـ ـ ــز اﻻﺳﺗﺷـ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎري ﻟﻠﺟـ ـ ـ ـ ــودة واﻟﻣﻌـ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎﯾرة وﻣﺧﺗﺑـ ـ ـ ـ ــر اﻟﻣ ـ ـ ـ ـ ـواد وﻓﺣـ ـ ـ ـ ــص اﻟﺗرﺑـ ـ ـ ـ ــﺔ ﻓـ ـ ـ ـ ــﻲ ﻗطـ ـ ـ ـ ــﺎع ﻏ ـ ـ ـ ـ ـزة.
وأظﻬــرت اﻟﻧﺗــﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﺗــﻲ ﺗــم اﻟﺣﺻــول ﻋﻠﯾﻬــﺎ ﻣــن ﺗﺣﻠﯾــل ﻗــوة ﺿــﻐط ﻫــذﻩ اﻟﻛﺗــل أن ﻫﻧــﺎك درﺟــﺔ ﻋﺎﻟﯾــﺔ ﻣــن
اﻻﻧﺣراف ﻋن اﻟﻬدف)اﻟﻣواﺻﻔﺎت اﻟﻘﯾﺎﺳﯾﺔ( ،وﺗﻘﻠب ﻣﻔرط ﺣول ﻫذا اﻟﻬدف ،وأﺧﯾـ ار ﺗوﺻـﻠت اﻟد ارﺳـﺔ إﻟـﻰ
أن ﻧﻣوذج CUSUMﻫو اﻷداة اﻷﻛﺛر ﻓﻌﺎﻟﯾﺔ ﻟﻣراﻗﺑﺔ ﺟودة ﻗوة ﺿﻐط اﻟﻛﺗل اﻟﺧرﺳﺎﻧﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻗطﺎع ﻏزة.
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Chapter 1

I
1.1

ntroduction
Overview
Quality control has become a major concern in today’s competitive

industrial environment. Therefore, quality has become one of the most
important consumer decision factors in the selection among competing
products and services. It is safe to assume that ever since manufacturing
commenced, attempts have been made to control the process in order to
improve quality and drive down costs. The using of statistical quality control
(SQC) techniques to manufacturing became an important topics of study for a
lot of researchers.
Statistical process control (SPC) is a powerful collection of problemsolving tools useful in achieving process stability and improving capability
through the reduction of variability. SPC is one of the greatest technological
developments of the twentieth century because it is based on sound
underlying principles, is easy to use, has significant impact, and can be
applied to any process.
The main work of Statistical Quality Control is to control the central
tendency and variability of some processes, a common monitoring tool is to
construct control models (Dou and Ping, 2002). A control model is a
statistical scheme ( usually allowing graphical implementation ) devised for
the purpose of checking and then monitoring the statistical stability of a
process. These representations procedures are widely used in quality control
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evaluation and monitoring of important quality characteristics of products
such as the strength of concrete blocks. This characteristic will be observed,
assessed, and compared with some types of standards. Also by using these
quality control models, scientific valid methods and sticking to standards
specification.
In a production process, there are two types of variation: assignable
causes and chance causes of variation. The first variation usually comes from
machines, operator, or row materials and all these affect the quality of the
products while the later one comes from nature random variability. The
statistical process control is generally applied to gain information about the
variation in the manufacturing process. If a process has only random causes of
variation, it is said to be in control, otherwise, it is said to be out of control.
The major function of a control model is to detect the occurrence of
assignable causes and tells the practitioners whether the process is in or out
of control. They can then perform corrective actions to bring the process back
into control if necessary, (Chou et al., 2001). An efficient control model
must continue sampling as long as the process is in control and must give an
out-of control signal to stop sampling as quickly as possible when the
process becomes out of-control before a large quantity of non-conforming
product is manufactured (Bakir, 2004).
Using quality control models became widespread after World War II.
Wartime experience made it apparent that statistical quality techniques were
necessary to control and improve product quality. Because of control models
ability to ensure process stability, various types of control models have been
developed and widely applied in process control. The most widely used
method to control the central tendency of a process is Shewhart- X.
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Shewhart, 1931 model which was the first developed by physicist Walter A.
Shewhart of the Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1924.
Shewhart and many researchers were attending to control models, improve,
and modify them to increase the sensitivity of these models to detect out of
control signal. They produced two other very effective alternatives to the
Shewhart control model may be used when small process shifts are of interest.
One is the Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) model and the other is the
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) model.
Various control model techniques have been developed and widely applied
in process control. Duncan’s cost model, (Duncan, 1956) includes the cost of
an out-of control condition, the cost of false alarms, the cost of searching for
an assignable cause, and the cost of sampling, inspection, evaluation, and
plotting. In addition to the economic design of control models, another
approach to designing a control model is called statistical design, (Chou et al.,
2001).
Montgomery (1985), in his research on control models, was of the view
that these models are amongst some of the most important management
control tools. These models have a long history of use in industries across the
globe. The five basic reasons behind this are as follows:
i.

control models are proven techniques for improving productivity;

ii.

they are effective in defect prevention;

iii.

they prevent unnecessary process adjustments;

iv.

they provide diagnostic information; and

v.

they provide information about process capability.
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As it obvious, there is a lot of concern by many researchers and producers
to study the quality of concrete blocks because it is the most widely used
material in constructions. The production of concrete blocks must be
controlled in such a way that strength specifications are met, improve the
efficiency, defect preventation, increase consumers and materials costs are
kept as low as possible.
CUSUM and EWMA models are important statistical process tools for
analysis and monitoring the quality of strength concrete blocks such as
Building Concrete Blocks during its production process.

1.2.

Importance of Study

Importance of this study stems from:
i.

Applying the best international quality models of local concrete
products in Gaza strip.

ii.

Growing the interest in monitoring control products of concrete blocks
under growing and continuing demand of these blocks.

iii.

The CUSUM model and EWMA model show a visual presentation
of products trend relative to the target level and the producer and
customer can make his decision easily.

iv.

These models enable to monitor new samples by introducing it on a
series of old samples in quality model at any time.

v.

Provide

the competent authorities and persons

with accurate

information about the quality of modern-made products and the degree
of acceptance .
vi.

Lack of studies dealing with statistical quality control in our reality and
rarity in the use of models that we will discuss.
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1.3

Problem of Study
In the last period especially after Gaza war (2008), domestic and

international reports ( Palestinian National Plan for Early Recovery - Early
recovery needs and reconstruction after one year - UNDP) demonstrate that
block manufactories increases rapidly because of great need in building
houses, roads and all of constructions. This led to a great demand of concrete
blocks especially Building Concrete Blocks, so producing these products
with these

huge amounts under the extensive use of the remnants of

destroyed buildings and re-manufactured it again may cause some quality
control problems,

mistakes,

deviations

and variation of standard

specification, the correction of which requires effort and expense.

1.4

Questions of study

We will study four questions of monitoring quality of concrete blocks
in Gaza strip, which can express as:
i.

Is there a deviation from target line specification ( standard
specification)?.

ii.

Is there an excessive variability around target line specification
(standard specification)?.

iii.

How effective are CUSUM and EWMA control models in
monitoring the quality of concrete blocks ?.

iv.

Does one model stand out as being more effective thus should be
recommended for use in this environment?
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1.5

Aims of Study

1. Monitor and evaluate the state of the quality compressive strength of
building concrete blocks for some factories to detect if there is a
deviation from target line specification (standard specification) or if
there is an excessive variability around it by using two important
statistical

control

determine

models ( CUSUM

and EWMA ) so we

can

if these products meet local and international concrete

construction standard specification.
2. Demonstrate and compare the effectiveness of

two statistical

models(CUSUM and EWMA), that may be useful to meet the
manager’s requirement for monitoring the quality of concrete blocks in
the Gaza strip.
In this case, we will apply to the strength of Building Concrete Blocks
which

used

more

than

any material in building, roads and general

construction field.

1.6 Literature Review
Monitoring concrete blocks using control models especially CUSUM
and EWMA control models is not often studied field. Clearly it is important
that concrete blocks be monitored for change. The author will discuss the
results of the literature review and the recommendations of a number of
eminent researchers in this field in more depth over the last years, on
CUSUM, EWMA and other closely related SPC techniques.
Statistical quality control has been an active field of research since the
beginning of the 20thcentury . The application of statistical techniques to
manufacturing was first developed by physicist Walter A. Shewhart (1891–
1963) of the Bell Telephone Laboratories. In 1924 he introduces the control
chart concept in a Bell Laboratories technical memorandum that featured a
6

sketch of modern quality control chart to control and detect assignable
variation in the process of a production. In 1926–1927 he published three
papers on the (Quality Control and Control chart) in the Journal of American
statistical society, then he used control chart in Bell Telephone Laboratories,
which is often considered the formal beginning of statistical quality control.
Shewhart continue to develop the idea and in 1931, he published a book
on statistical quality control (Economic Control of Quality of Manufactured
Product) outlining statistical methods for use in production and control chart
methods, published by Van Nostrand in New York. In 1932, he gave lectures
on statistical methods in production and control charts at the University of
London. In 1938, Deming invited Shewhart to present seminars on control
models at the U.S. Department of Agriculture Graduate School.
From 1942 to 1946, Training courses on statistical quality control are
given to industry; more than 15 quality societies are formed in North America
and Industrial Quality Control begins publication. In 1946, The American
Society for Quality Control (ASQC) is formed as the merger of various
quality societies. The International Standards Organization (ISO) is founded.
The Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers (JUSE) is formed.
Deming begins education of Japanese industrial managers, statistical
quality control methods begin to be widely taught in Japan. Ishikawa
introduces the cause-and-effect diagram in 1950.
In 1954, British statistician E. S. Page introduces the cumulative sum
CUSUM control model, a draw of Cumulative Sum of error of observations.
In 1959 statistician, Barnard introduced a V-Mask for making the decision
with CUSUM model and S. Roberts introduces the EWMA control model.
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Bruyn (1968), tabulated simulation results of Average Run Length
(ARL’s) for CUSUM procedures with different decision intervals and
reference values. ARL – a measure use to asses the performance of the model.
Lucas (1982), introduced a new control chart, which was a composite
from shewhart control chart and CUSUM control chart. This chart was
sensitive to detect small and large changes at the same time.
Montgomery (1985), pointed out that a major disadvantage with any of
the Shewhart charts was that it only used the information about the process
contained in the last plotted point and ignored information given by the entire
sequence of points. The CUSUM and EWMA models are therefore, a better
alternative to the Shewhart chart since it directly incorporates all the
information in the sequence of sample values by plotting the cumulative sums
of the deviations of the sample values from a target value. Therefore the
decision about the production process for these models are depending on the
past data as well as the current data. For determining whether the process is
out of control, a formal decision procedure can be laid down in the form of a
truncated V-shaped mask popularly known as V-mask proposed by Barnard
(1959).
Brown (1984), provide the knowledge needed to monitor concrete
strength by the CUSUM system. Principles of the CUSUM system and
preparatory work are dealt with. The operation of a CUSUM system to
monitor concrete strength is then covered. His

publication( Monitoring

concrete by the CUSUM Method) deals mainly with monitoring the strength
of a single grade of concrete (using a single set of materials)by the CUSUM
system. Combining (or massing) results from several mixes into one CUSUM
is dealt with briefly.
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Deming (1986), strongly advocated the use of control models CUSUM,
EWMA, Shewhart charts as effective SPC tools for quality monitoring, but he
was not in favor of the use of hypothesis testing. His research highlights that
CUSUM and EWMA charts are more effective than Shewhart charts in
detecting small and moderate sized sustained shifts in the parameters of the
probability distribution of a quality characteristic. Though in some cases
CUSUM and EWMA charts are very useful, they are not meant to replace the
Shewhart chart which can be used to detect a wider assortment of effects due
to assignable causes. It is, therefore, frequently recommended that Shewhart
limits be used in conjunction with CUSUM or EWMA models.
Lucas and succussi (1990), evaluate the properties of an EWMA
control scheme used to monitor the mean of a normally distributed process
that may experience shifts away from the target value. A design procedure
for EWMA control schemes is given. Parameter values not commonly used
in the literature are shown to be useful for detecting small shifts in a process.
In addition, several enhancements to EWMA control schemes are considered.
These include a fast initial response feature that makes the EWMA control
scheme more sensitive to start-up problems, a combined Shewhart EWMA
that provides protection against both large and small shifts in a process,
and a robust EWMA that provides protection against occasional outliers in
the data that
comparison

might otherwise cause an out- of control signal. An extensive
reveals that EWMA control schemes

have average run

length properties similar to those for cumulative sum control schemes.
Bourke (1991), proposed the Run-Length control model, based on the
plotting of the number (ARL) of conforming items between successive
nonconforming items.
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Hawkins and Olwell (1998), had been studied the steps of CUSUM control
models to control quality characteristics of output of a process. They stated
that CUSUM models are the most sensitive SPC models to signal a persistent
small step change in a parameter.

Apley et al., (1999), worked on SPC techniques based on the
Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT) for detecting and estimating mean
shifts in autocorrelated processes. As per their observations, sometimes the
performance of the GLRT models are slightly better than CUSUM, but for
some cases, either the difference is negligible, or the performance of CUSUM
is better.
Woodall (2000), worked on SPC methods, particularly control charts,
which are major tools used for monitoring and improving manufacturing
processes and service operations. His view was that practitioners need to
develop a better understanding of how SPC research can improve the use of
methods in practice.
Steiner et al., (2000), proposed a risk adjusted CUSUM model as
applicable to the medical profession. This proposed model can be used to
monitor surgical performance.
Hamada (2003), proposed the use of Beta-content tolerance intervals as
the basis for control limits and more precisely probability control limits. He
develops these control limits for the R and s charts, and he provides tables of
the constants necessary for their construction and use. His constants control
the probability content in each tail at 0.000135, but the formulas provided
allow different probability values and potentially different probability
contents in each tail. A useful benefit of his approach is that nonzero lower
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control limits arise naturally for the R and s charts, affording an opportunity to
detect downward shifts in process variability more easily.
Yeh. et al., (2004), proposed two new CUSUM control charts - the
CUSUM M-chart which is specifically designed for detecting small shifts in
process mean, and the CUSUM V- chart designed for detecting small changes
in process variability. A combined CUSUM M and V chart provides a unified
scheme in the monitoring of the process mean and variability. This is
particularly useful when there are multiple processes to be monitored, since
all quality characteristics can be monitored in a single model.
Al Rawy (2004), used characteristic function and applied quality
control on the birth of premature children. Rashid (2006), used multivariate
control chart for two characteristics of cement in Taslujah cement factory in
Sulaimani.
Sarkar and Dutta (2008), attempt to design and apply a new CUSUM
procedure for RMC industry which takes care of the risks involved and
associated with the production of Ready Mixed Concrete (RMC) that become
a part of the overall project risk management. This new procedure can be
termed as Risk Adjusted CUSUM (RACUSUM). Theirs paper under the title
of ( Design and Application of Risk Adjusted Cumulative Sum (RACUSUM)
for Online Strength Monitoring of Ready Mixed Concrete.
Sherco ( 2008), in his thesis, tested the strength of building Concrete blocks
and clay building bricks, and use some classical and new control charts, also
the new suggested Exponential Weighted Bayesian Average control chart
(EWBA-chart), to know that these products meet standard specification.
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Gibb and Harrison (2010), in his publication ( Use of control charts in
the production of concrete ) review various control systems that are currently
used in the concrete industry and, by the use of examples, show how the
principles are applied to control the production of concrete.
Laungrungrong et al., (2010), studies a series of statistical analysis
procedures to analyze the compressive strength of concrete. The proposed
method is based on combining the cumulative sum CUSUM control model
and a run chart ( USUM-RUN model ) for early detection of shifts in the
process mean. The combined charts address both the consumers’ and the
producers’ perspectives. The CUSUM-RUN model can aid the consumer in
making decisions about accepting or rejecting a strength test. Determine if the
monitored process is out of control and identify the possible causes for the out
of control. The CUSUM- RUN model is also beneficial in that it can often
indicate when the strength of mixture is less than the minimum acceptable
level very quickly. The delay in detecting an unacceptable strength can result
in more penalties, project delays and increased associated costs.
It is therefore very important to monitor the quality of concrete blocks
as there is gaining popularity because of high strength of these materials, low
prices. With the high re-manufactured it again, big demand, lack of consistent
monitoring tools and lack of studies dealing with statistical quality control
especially concrete blocks which represented an important vial field, the
author decided to use CUSUM and EWMA control models which have a long
history of use as a method to detect deviations from target line specification,
excessive variability about the target mean strength and out of control in
concrete blocks in the Gaza strip as the first attempt in our surroundings.
The producers (concrete manufacturers) can use these models to
determine if the monitored process have deviations from target line
specification, excessive variability about the target mean strength and out of
12

control and subsequently attempt to identify the possible causes for the out
of control situation. By identifying assignable causes of the out of control
process, the producers can improve the manufacturing process by reducing
variation, unnecessary waste or over designed concrete mixtures.

1.7 Scope and Methodology
The scope of this study covers the use of CUSUM and EWMA
techniques with commercially available software to monitor the quality of
concrete blocks in the Gaza strip. However, the findings may be equally as
applicable to any type of process under statistical control for which the reader
desires to know if the concrete blocks data is changing.
For the overall proposed methodology, the author presents an
approach to monitor the compressive strength of Building Concrete Blocks
using ( CUSUM and EWMA) control models and compared the results from
CUSUM and EWMA analysis of real characteristic

block

compressive

strength data of Building concrete blocks and detailed information were
collected Consulting Center For quality and calibration(CCQC)/ Gaza, and
materials and soil testing laboratory /Engineers Association /the provinces of
Gaza.
The CUSUM and EWMA control models are chosen since it has
been shown that these models are very good at detecting small but possibly
detrimental shifts in the process. Montgomery (2009), suggested that in
general manufacturing process. Either the CUSUM model or exponentially
weight moving average (EWMA) control model is more efficient in detecting
small process shifts (1.5 or less) in comparison to Shewart control models
which is the eventual goal of SPC.
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The CUSUM and EWMA models often behave similarly in practice,
although different weight functions can be applied to current and recent past
data values. The CUSUM method applies a constant weight factor to the
entire historical set of data and, the central line does not represent a constant
mean value but is a zero line for the assessment of the trend in the results.
In the EWMA there is an exponential weight factor applied to the data
giving current or recent, past observations more weight than older values.
The CUSUM and EWMA will be explored to determine the best
conditions for monitoring concrete block strength. The performance of the
CUSUM model and EWMA model is compared to determine which model is
the useful, sensitive ( able to detect change) and adequate in identifying
changes or shifts in the production process, reduce unnecessary process
adjustment, indicates when action should be taken to increase the probability
of meeting the specification or to reduce the materials cost of the concrete
blocks and then reduce error in decision making.
Minitab version 16 is used in the analysis, that is available for free via
the Internet. This program are available to most users who might wish to
explore the techniques used in this study. In summary, the methodology
consisted of monitoring and evaluating the strength concrete blocks in Gaza
strip also examining the effectiveness of the CUSUM and EWMA techniques
in regards to their ability to detect changes in concrete blocks data of
international, Palestine and Local specification standard. The findings could
be of value to any reader who desires to monitor any process.
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1.8

Data Description and software of Analysis
The characteristic block compressive strength of Building Concrete

Blocks and detailed information were collected from
1. Consulting Center For quality and calibration(CCQC) / Gaza.
2. Materials and soil testing laboratory /Engineers Association /the provinces
of Gaza.
Minitab version 16 and Excel 2007 were used in the analysis.

1.9

Organization of the Study
An introduction, some concepts related to quality control, and a

literature review about the brief history of quality control are presented in
chapter one.
Chapter two presents the principles of statistical process control and the work
done in the literature on control models.
Chapter three construct a conceptional framework and theoretical study of
Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) model of quality control.
Chapter four construct a conceptional framework and theoretical study of and
Exponential Weight Moving Average (EWMA) model of quality control.
Chapter five contains a concrete blocks overview, flow of data and parts of
the concrete blocks and an

application of CUSUM and EWMA control

models on real data. in addition, we will present a comparison between it to
help us to obtain a good result in decision-making about the production
process.
Finally, conclusion, and recommendations are presented in chapter six.
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Chapter 2

P

rinciples Of Statistical

Process Control
2.1

Introduction
If a product is to meet or exceed customer expectations, generally it

should be produced by a process that is stable or repeatable. More precisely,
the process must be capable of operating with little variability around the
target or nominal dimensions of the product’s quality characteristics. SPC is a
powerful collection of problem-solving tools useful in achieving process
stability and improving capability through the reduction of variability. It uses
many tools in order to achieve this goal, There are seven major tools are :
1. Histogram or stem-and-leaf plot
2. Check sheet
3. Pareto model
4. Cause-and-effect diagram
5. Defect concentration diagram
6. Scatter diagram
7. Control model
These tools are used in various fields, such as industry, medicine,
environment, chemical analysis, economics and traffic management. Recently
it has been found that statistical process control can be applied to technical
trading in financial markets. Statistical quality control techniques are also
applied to analysis of time series and change-point problems.
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Of the seven tools, Control models are the simplest type of on-line
statistical process control procedure. The need of monitoring specific
processes led to its great development and improvement, and the Shewhart
control model is probably the most technically sophisticated. It was developed
in the 1920s by Walter A. Shewhart of the Bell Telephone Laboratories. To
understand the statistical concepts that form the basis of SPC, we must first
describe some principles of theory of control.

2.2 Traditional Statistical Process Control
Statistical Process Control (SPC) refers to a collection of statistical
techniques and methods that have been found to be particularly useful in
ensuring the consistent production of high quality products and, consequently,
in obtaining significant economic advantages. These have been the major
motivations for the extensive use and development of SPC methods during
the past decades.
Statistical techniques for quality control, process improvement and
sampling inspection trace their origins back to the early 1920's. In May 1924,
Walter A. Shewhart of Bell Telephone Laboratories introduced the concept of
the control model, whilst seven years later in 1931, the initial theory of
statistical quality control was developed (Shewhart, 1931). Work by him and
others, including W. E. Deming, G. Tagushi, K. Ishikawa, J.M. Juran, G. E. P.
Box, E.S. Page, S. Roberts, D. C. Montgomery, further refined and advanced
the use of statistical quality and process control over the next seventy years.
Traditional statistical quality and process control techniques reflect the nature
of the discrete-event type of operations of the manufacturing industries, for
which the techniques were initially developed. However, examination of these
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methods has shown that they can also be successfully applied to operations
found in the process industries.
The primary objective of SPC is to control a process in a desired state
with respect to a particular product specification (Chen, 1996). As a result,
SPC tries to maintain the quality characteristics of products generated by a
process, as close as possible to their desired target values by controlling and
monitoring the performance of the process over time.

2.3

Statistical Quality Control and Statistical Process Control

Statistical Process Control (SPC) makes use of Statistical Quality Control
(SQC) modeling techniques, which have been well documented in traditional
quality control textbooks (Juran, 1979; Ishikawa, 1986; Oakland and
Followell, 1990; Banks, 1989; Wetherill and Brown, 1991; Montgomery,
1996). In the past, SQC encompassed both SQC and SPC, however, today
there is a difference in the definition of these two terms, as a consequence of
their underlying assumptions and philosophies (Alsup and Watson, 1993).

In SQC, the quality of the product is assured by ensuring that the process
is operating properly. On the other hand, SPC works under the assumption
that if a process is operating properly, it will produce consistently high quality
products. As a result, deviations from intended process operation will be
responsible for products of poor quality. It can be seen that, both SPC and
SQC act indirectly on the process, share the same tools and have the same
objective, namely, quality improvement. However, SQC involves the
application of a statistical methodology to the end product and it is associated
with the product and its variations in quality, whilst SPC involves the
application of a statistical methodology to the process parameters and it is
associated with the process and focuses on process variability.( Dipl, 1998).
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2.4 Sources of Process Variability - Chance and Assignable
Causes of Quality Variation
There are two kinds of causes of quality control variation :
2.4.1 Chance Causes
In any production process, regardless of how well designed or carefully
maintained it is, a certain amount of inherent or natural variability will always
exist. This natural variability is the cumulative effect of many small,
essentially unavoidable causes. In the framework of statistical quality control,
this natural variability is often called a chance causes.
A process that is operating with only chance causes of variation present is
said to be in control. Therefore, both the mean and standard deviation of the
process are at their in-control values(say, µ0 and σ0).
2.4.2 Assignable Causes
Other kinds of variability may occasionally be present in the output of a
process. This variability usually arises from three sources: improperly
adjusted or controlled machines, operator errors, or defective raw material.
We refer to these sources of variability that are not part of the chance cause
pattern as assignable causes of variation.
A process that is operating in the presence of assignable causes is said to be
an out of control process. therefore, both the mean and standard deviation of
the process or one of them take on out-of control values( Montgomery, 2009).
Processes will often operate in the in control state for relatively long periods.
However, no process is truly stable forever, and eventually, assignable causes
will occur, so a statistical process control will be need to detect the assignable
causes shifts so that investigation of the process and corrective action may be
undertaken before many nonconforming units are manufactured.
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2.5 SPC Methodology
The behavior of a process in a state of statistical control can be
described by a statistical model by means of process average level and
process spread. The model is built from data obtained when the process was
operating well and only chance variation was present. SPC techniques
monitor the performance of a process over time in order to verify that it
remains in a state of statistical control. The occurrence of unusual events or
disturbances can then be detected through the statistical analysis of the
process variation, which involves the use of a statistical hypothesis testing
procedure. This procedure is implemented by referencing the measured
process behavior, as described by data regularly collected during process
operation, against the in-control model and its statistical properties. Having
detected unusual events, SPC methods can then assist process operators in
finding the assignable causes by investigating the process. Consequently,
improvements in both the process and the quality of the products can be
achieved by undertaking appropriate corrective actions that eliminate the
causes before non-conforming product is produced. It can be seen that, the
eventual goal of SPC is the elimination of all assignable causes of variation in
the process, as stated by Montgomery (2009). SPC can be considered as an
activity designed to bring about process control and stability through the
appropriate collection, analysis, interpretation and modeling of numerical
data. Furthermore, it is a philosophy of never ending quality improvement
rather than a simple collection of statistical techniques and methods (Caulcutt,
1995).
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2.6 Statistical Basis of the Control Plot
In this section we will explain the statistical basis of the Shewhart
control model.
2.6.1 Basic Principles
The control plot is a graphical display of a quality characteristic that has
been measured or computed from a sample such as a subgroup mean,
individual observation, or weighted statistic, is plotted versus the sample
number or time. The plot contains :

a. Center Line that represents the average value of the quality
characteristic- being plotted for the time being modeled- corresponding
to the in-control state. (That is, only chance causes are present).

b. Upper Control Limit (UCL) and the Lower Control Limit (LCL), are
drawn on the plot, by default, 3σ above and below the center line.
These control limits are chosen so that if the process is in control,
nearly most of the points fall within the bounds of the control limits,
and the points do not display any nonrandom pattern.

2.6.2

Structure of A Control Plot

It is customary to connect the sample points on the control model with
straight-line segments, so that it is easier to visualize how the sequence of
points has evolved over time. A structure of a control plot is shown in this
(Fig 2.1).
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Fig 2.1. A structure of a control plot

2.6.3 Interpretation of control Plot

As long as the points plotted within the control limits and have a
random pattern, the process is assumed to be in control, and no action is
necessary. However, a point that plots outside of the control limits and if they
behave in a systematic or nonrandom manner, interpreted as evidence that the
process is out of control, and investigation and corrective action are required
to find and eliminate the assignable cause or causes responsible for this
behavior. Note that we may be interested here in determining both whether
the past data came from a process that was in control and whether future
samples from this process indicate statistical control.
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2.6.4 General Model
The most common type of control model is that proposed by Shewhart
in 1926. All control models that are developed according to the general theory
and principles proposed by Shewhart, are called Shewhart-type models.
Suppose that, a statistic w, which measures a characteristic of interest,
is calculated for individual groups of samples randomly collected from a
process, and that μw and σw denote the population mean and the population
standard deviation of the statistic, respectively. A group of random process
samples is called a rational subgroup.
The values of the statistic of each rational subgroup can then be plotted
against the subgroup number i. The control limits are then located at a
distance from the population mean of the statistic (μ) that is L times the
population standard deviation of the statistic (σ). This can be expressed
mathematically as:
UCL=

w  Lw

Center line = w

(2.1)

LCL= w  L w
Where L is the “distance” of the control limits from the center line, expressed
in standard deviation units. The value of factor L is selected so that 100(1α)% of the values of the statistic lie within the control region for a specific
value of α, the probability of type I error.

Shewhart also suggested 3-sigma control limits as action limits and sample
sizes of four or five, leaving the interval between successive subgroups to be
determined by the practitioner. (Chou, 2001).
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2.7 Average Run Length (ARL)
In designing a control model, it

must specify the sample size. In

general, larger samples will make it easier to detect small shifts in the process.
When choosing the sample size, we must keep in mind the size of the shift
that we are trying to detect. If the process shift is relatively large, then we use
smaller sample sizes than those that would be employed if the shift of interest
were relatively small. Another way to evaluate the decisions regarding sample
size and sampling frequency is through the ARL of the control model.
One of the most important properties associated with any SPC model is
the ARL. Essentially, the number of sampling instances before the control
model signals is called the run length.
Montgomery, (2009) indicates that ARL is the average number of
points that must be plotted before a point indicated an out of control
condition. The efficiency of a control model depends on the distribution of the
run length L.
The most common and simplest efficiency criterion is to consider the
ARL, which is the expected value of the run length distribution. It is desirable
that the ARL of a model be large if the process is in control and be small if
the process is out of control (Chou et al, 2004).

The false alarm rate is the probability that the control model gives an out of
control signal when in fact the process is in control.

Most control models are distribution-based procedures in the sense that
the observations made on the process output are assumed to follow a specified
probability control models.
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Amin et al., (1995), found a pronounced difference in the values of the
in-control ARL of the Shewhart X-bar model under various distributions.
Assuming a known standard deviation and a sample size of n=10, they found
the exact values of the in-control ARLs of the traditional (one-sided) 3  X
Shewhart X-bar to be:
1068.7 under a uniform distribution,
740.8 under a normal distribution,
441.9 under a double exponential distribution,
and 11.7 under a Cauchy distribution.

This implies that for heavy-tailed underlying distributions, false alarms
will occur much more frequently than expected when the process is operating
in-control. For example, when the process has a Cauchy distribution, the incontrol ARL will only be 11.7, which entails almost 63 times as many false
alarms as the anticipated ARL value of 740.8 associated with the traditional3
 X Shewhart control limits. (Bakir, 2004).

Traditionally, when the issue on designing control model is discussed,
one usually assumes the measurements in each sampled subgroup are
normally distributed; therefore, the sample mean X is also normally
distributed. (Chou et al., 2004).
Montgomery (2009), obtained that if the process observations are
uncorrelated, then for any Shewhart control model, In-control average run
length ARL, out-of-control ARL and average time to signal (ATS) were
evaluated for α=0.01. These values were computed by equation (2.2), (2.3)
and (2.4).
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In-control ARL=

1


Out-of-control ARL=

1
1 

ATS=ARL*h

(2.2)
(2.3)

(2.4)

 UC L  (  0  L  ) 
 L CL  (  0  L  ) 
 


 / n
 / n





Where
α is the probability of making type I error,
β is the probability of making type II error,
h is time,
Φ is the cumulative distribution function and
μ0 is the mean in the in-control case.
The count of the run length is initiated at the beginning of a production
run or at the first observation after an out of control signal has occurred.
When the process is in-control, the average run length should be long but is
not infinite because there is a probability α of a point being outside the limits
even when the process is in control. This is referred to as a false alarm and
this in-control ARL is called ARL0.
When the process is out of control, the average run length should be
short since this is a correct alarm. This out of control ARL is called ARL1.
ARL1 is also average run length, but the difference is that there is a signal. In
other words, ARL1 could be called the average detection time because the run
length in this situation is the time to detect a signal.
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2.8 Constructing Control Models
There are two distinct phases in constructing control models, (Alt,
1985). The first stage (Phase I) involves testing whether the process was in
control when the initial individual data were collected, and establishing
appropriate control limits for monitoring purposes in the second stage (Phase
II), in order to identify departures from the process standards, when future
data is collected and monitored.

In the design and construction of a control model, there are many
important issues including both the sensitivity and the ability of the control
models to perform their tasks. The most important issues are these of sample
size and frequency of sampling. One approach to making a decision on these
issues is through the ARL of the control model. The ARL is the average
number of points of the sample statistic that must be plotted before a point
indicates the occurrence of an out of control signal.

2.9 Choice of Control Limits
Specifying the control limits is one of the critical decisions that must be
made in designing stage (Phase I) of a control model. Control limits are
usually determined for the statistic being monitored and they define the
boundary between the acceptance and the rejection region.

The region on the control model that the control limits mark out is called the
control region. By moving the control limits farther from the center line, the
control region becomes wider, and then we decrease the risk of a type I error
that is, (the risk of a point falling beyond the control limits, indicating an out
of control condition when no assignable cause is present). However, widening
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the control limits will also increase the risk of a type II error that is,( the risk
of a point falling between the control limits when the process is really out of
control).

If we move the control limits closer to the center line, the opposite effect is
obtained: The risk of type I error is increased, while the risk of type II error is
decreased (Montgomery,2009).

Usually, there are two control limits, namely, the warning and the
action limits. Warning limits correspond to a 0.05 probability of type I error
and provide an indication that the process may not be operating properly.
Action limits corresponding to 0.01 probability of type I error, detect the
occurrence of an unusual event, which may require corrective action to be
taken. (Dipl, 1998).
The control limits usually are set at three-sigma control limits ( ±3  )
from the centerline.
(UCL, LCL) = T ±3

(2.5)

where:
T = target value (centerline)

= standard deviation
In general, they use 3σ for the distance so that

1. the probability of a type I error equal 0.0027. That is, an incorrect outof-control signal or false alarm will be generated in only 27 out of
10,000 points.
2. The control limit gives an average run length (ARL) of 370 if the
process observations are uncorrelated and have normal distribution.
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Since the ARL can be calculated by ARL= 1/  , where  is the
probability that any point exceeds the control limits of in control status. To
illustrate, for the Shewhart model with three-sigma limits,
p = Pr(׀X - µ >׀3σ ) = 0.0027 is the probability that a single point falls outside
the limits when the process is in control, where X follows normal distribution
with mean µ and standard deviation σ . Therefore, the average run length of
the Shewhart model when the process is in control is

ARL 

1
1

 370
p
0.0027

NOTE

It should be noted that the choice three standard deviations (threesigma control limits) is an economic choice aims to balance the probabilistic
of a type I error and a type II error, and of course, we can choose other values
for (L) to prepare the control model as using (L=3.09) in British organization,
also, It can be determined the probability of a type I error which determine the
value of (L) automatically.

2.10

Statistically Designed Control Models
Statistically designed control models are those in which control limits

(which determine the Type I error probability, α) and power are preselected.
These then determine the sample size and, if the average time to signal is
specified, the sampling interval (Woodall,1985). Saniga (1989), incorporated
the concept of statistical considerations into the economic design of the
control models and then presented the `economic statistical design’ of the
joint X and R models for normal data.
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2.11 Types of Control Models
Control models may be classified into two general types:

2.11.1 Variables Control Models

If the quality characteristic can be measured and expressed as a number
on some continuous scale of measurement, it is usually called a variable. In
such cases, it is convenient to describe the quality characteristic with a
measure of central tendency and a measure of variability. Control models for
central tendency and variability are collectively called variables control
models. This model is the most widely used model for controlling central
tendency, whereas models based on either the sample range or the sample
standard deviation are used to control process variability.

2.11.2

Attributes Control Models

Many quality characteristics are not measured on a continuous scale or
even a quantitative scale. In these cases, we may judge each unit of product as
either conforming or nonconforming on the basis of whether or not it
possesses certain attributes, or we may count the number of nonconformities
(defects) appearing on a unit of product. Control models for such quality
characteristics are called attributes control models. For instance, products may
be compared against a standard and classified as either being defective or not.
Products may also be classified by their number of defects (Ciflikli, 2006).
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Remarks

The most important use of a control model is to improve the process.
Montgomery 2009 has found that :
1. Most processes do not operate in a state of statistical control.
2.The routine and attentive use of control models will identify assignable
causes. If these causes can be eliminated from the process, variability will be
reduced and the process will be improved.
3.The control model will only detect assignable causes. Management,
operator, and engineering action will usually be necessary to eliminate the
assignable causes.

In identifying and eliminating assignable causes, it is important to find
the root cause of the problem and to attack it. A cosmetic solution will not
result in any real, long-term process improvement. Developing an effective
system for corrective action is an essential component of an effective SPC
implementation.

2.12 Variable Quality Control Models
Control models for variables are used extensively. many quality
characteristics can be expressed in terms of a numerical measurement.
Examples include dimensions such as length or width, temperature, and
volume. A single measurable quality characteristic, such as a dimension,
weight, or volume, is called a variable.

When dealing with a quality characteristic that is a variable, it is usually
necessary to monitor both the mean value of the quality characteristic and its
variability. variables Control models have two types :
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i.

Shewhart variable quality control models, which divided in
1.

X - model (Mean–model)

2. R-model (Range–model)
3. -model (Standard deviation model)

ii.

Non-Shewhart variable quality control models, which

we will

discuss in this study.

2.13 Shewhart Control Models
The most commonly used form of control model is named after Walter
A. Shewhart (1891-1967), who invented it in 1924 and used it as the basis for
laying the foundation of modern quality control in his seminal 1931 book,
Economic Control of Quality of Manufactured Product (Shewhart, 1931).
The basic idea advocated by Shewhart is that there are switches in time that
transfer the generating process into a distribution not typical of the dominant
distribution. These switches manifest themselves into different average
product measurements and variances.
Figure 2.2 shows the in-control and out-of control states for a process.
If a product is to meet customer requirements, it should be produced by a
process that is stable or repeatable. More precisely, the process must be
capable of operating with little variability from the target or nominal
dimensions of the product’s quality characteristics. Such a process is
considered to be in control. A process with a shift in mean and/or variance
shift is considered out of control; such a process is a quality problem and
eventually produces defective products that are useless. In the case of a
process with normal distribution, if we set the control limit to the 3-σ level,
the probability of an in-control limit is 99.7 %.
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Fig 2.2.The in-control and out-of-control states for a process.

Since 1924 when Dr. Shewhart presented the first control model,
various control model techniques have been developed and widely applied as
a primary tool in statistical process control. A survey by (Saniga and Shirland,
1977) indicated that the control model for averages (or the X model)
dominates the use of any other control model technique if quality is measured
on a continuous scale (Chou, 2001).

Shewhart X and R models are widely used to detect assignable special
cause variability. Fig 2.3 shows an example of an X model. An Upper Control
Limit (UCL) and Lower Control Limit (LCL) bound the Center Line (CL).
The Center Line represents the true in control mean of the process and the
UCL and LCL are positioned three standard errors above and below the CL,
respectively.
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Fig 2.3. Shewhart X plot from Hawkins and Olwell, 1997

The X model monitors the mean and a similar model called an R
model monitors the range of the sample readings. As long as the readings
remain randomly within the range between the LCL and UCL, the process is
considered within control.
The Shewart model has a beautiful simplicity to it. It may also be as
valuable for what it prevents as for what it motivates. As long as the points
plot inside the control limits, no action is taken to alter the process. This rule
can stop much unproductive tinkering that could take a process from a good
state into a bad one. The control limits are placed sufficiently far from the
center line that very few samples should plot outside them if the process
remains in its in control distribution. This means that when the control model
does give a signal, it should be taken very seriously. These attractions of the
Shewhart model should not blind one to a serious limitation. It has no
memory, and so although it is very effective for detecting isolated special
causes that lead to large shifts in the data, it is not very effective in detecting
more moderate shifts, even if these more moderate shifts persist. (Hawkins
&Olwell, 1997)
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The quote above discussing what control modeling prevents is very
important. Fig 2.4 shows a plot very similar to Fig 2.3, except the final ten
readings have been increased by 0.03mm. It is very hard with the eye to detect
that anything has changed in this model, and there is no alarm or trigger.

Figure 2.4.Shewhart X plot with the last ten readings increased by 0.03 mm from
Hawkins and Olwell, 1997

The reader can see that a Shewhart model is not very effective in
detecting small persistent changes in mean.
Many attempts have been made to correct this problem, A more effective
method is to use Non-Shewhart control models.

2.14 Non - Shewhart Control Models
The control models featured that Shewhart control models are
extremely useful, where the process is likely to be out of control and
experiencing assignable causes that result in large shifts in the monitored
parameters. Shewhart models are also very useful in the diagnostic aspects of
bringing an unruly process into statistical control, because the patterns on
these models often provide guidance regarding the nature of the assignable
cause.
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A major disadvantage of a Shewhart control model is that it uses only
the information about the process contained in the last sample observation and
it ignores any information given by the entire sequence of points. This feature
makes the Shewhart control model relatively insensitive to small process
shifts, say, on the order of about 1.5  or less. This potentially makes
Shewhart control models less useful in monitoring problems, where the
process tends to operate in control, reliable estimates of the process
parameters (such as the mean and standard deviation) are available, and
assignable causes do not typically result in large process upsets or
disturbances.
Of course, other criteria, such as warning limits that is, when a point plots
outside of two-sigma limit, a search for an assignable cause is made and
corrective action is taken if necessary (Montgomery, 2009). Other sensitizing
rules, can be applied to Shewhart control models to improve their
performance against small shifts and to take advantage of information
contained in previous observations. An example of a run rule is that the
process is out of control if,
1. Two out of three successive points plot more than two standard
deviations from the center line.
2. Four out of five consecutive points plot at a distance of one-sigma or
beyond from the center line,
3. Six points in a row steadily increasing or decreasing. (Hawkins and
Olwell, 1997).
However, the efforts on showing a relationship between these rules and the
occurrence of changes in quality characteristic could not end up in a statistical
proof. Instead, when the process is in control, use of such rules showed an
increase in false alarm rates for an in-control process. (Champ and Woodall,
1987).Western Electric Handbook presents a comprehensive discussion of the
issue (Western Electric Handbook 1956).
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Although, the use of these procedures reduces the simplicity and ease
of interpretation of the Shewhart control model, and as we have previously
observed, they also dramatically reduce ARL of the model to detect the first
assignable cause when the process is actually in control. This can be very
undesirable in process monitoring.
There are two other possible alternatives to the Shewhart control
models in the construction of the central location control models. One is the
CUSUM model and the other is the EWMA model. Both of these concentrate
on improving the performance of control models in detecting small shifts by
using historical data (Dou and Ping 2002). These control models are the
subject of our study.

2.15

Summary
This Chapter has presented the concepts, the philosophy and the

techniques for SPC. SQC and SPC methods and techniques have been
successfully applied in industry. We then explained the process variability
and

SPC methodology. There is some fundamental concepts of control

modeling and the statistically designed of it. One of the most important
properties associated with SPC models ARL- the number of

sampling

instances before the control model signals. However, they are univariate
models and therefore their application to modern industrial control problems
is unlimited. We discussed the types of control model concerning with
variables control models. In briefly the Shewhart control models widely
applied as a primary tool in statistical process control but we extended the
improvement of the performance of control models by two Non- Shewhart
control models (CUSUM and EWMA). The CUSUM and EWMA are very
insensitive to small process shifts of about 1.5  or less.
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Chapter 3

Overview of
Cumulative Sum (CUSUM)
Statistical Modeling
3.1

Introduction
Shewhart models are generally effective in detecting large shifts, say

more than 1.5σ, in the process mean (Montgomery, 2009). However, these
may alert process shifts drastically late for small changes in the process mean.
This is because the Shewhart model only evaluates the current data point in
making the decision. To overcome this deficiency, CUSUM control model
that utilize information from past observations have been proposed. This
model is known to perform better when detecting small shifts in the process
mean (Testik, 2007).

Still, Shewhart models are the

most common control models in

practice due to their simplicity. Furthermore, the common belief is that small
changes incur small losses and so it does not matter if they are not detected
straight away. However, a small change that persist for a long time without
being noticed possibly will incur a larger total cost than a larger change that is
detected and corrected quickly. It should be noted that a Shewhart model is
not an efficient way for identifying persistent small changes in mean
(Hawkins and Zamba, 2003).
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As many different methodologies have been used to detect process
shifting , In this chapter, the CUSUM control model techniques will be
discussed including the

theory and possible

enhancements

to

the

determination of small changes.

3.2 The CUSUM Control Model for Monitoring the Process
Mean
The Shewhart model for averages is very effective if the magnitude of
the shift is 1.5σ to 2σ or larger. For smaller shifts, it is not as effective. The
cumulative sum (or CUSUM) control model is a good alternative when small
shifts are important.
A CUSUM model uses all the information in a sequence of values of a
statistic (such as an individual observation or average of several observations)
by plotting the cumulative sums of their deviations from a target value
(product specification). For example,
Suppose that rational subgroups of size n ≥ 1 are collected from a process,
and the deviations of the sample values from a target value are:

 x 1  0  ,  x 2  0  ,  x 3  0  ,...,  x i

 0  ,...,  x g   0 

Where,

xj

is the average of the jth rational sample (subgroup),

0 is the target for the process mean (in-control mean),
g is the number of samples .
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The partial sums of the deviations from target for all observations up to
and including the ith observation will be computed as :

C 1  (x 1   0 )
C 2  (x 1   0 )  (x 2   0 )
C 3  (x 1   0 )  (x 2   0 )  (x 3   0 )
....
C g  ( x 1   0 )  ( x 2   0 )  ( x 3   0 )  .....  ( x g   0 )
i

Ci 

 (x

j

 0 )

i  1, 2, ....., g

j 1

Then the simple cumulative sum control model as discussed by Hawkins and
Olwell (1997), is formed by plotting a sequence of independently distributed
observations, generated by Equation 3.1:
i

Ci 

 (x

j

 0 )

(3.1)

j 1

Against the sample number i. Ci is called the cumulative sum up to and
including the nth sample. The starting value for the CUSUM, C0 , is taken to
be zero.
Cumulative sum control models were first proposed by Page (1954)
and have been studied by many authors. see Ewan (1963), Page (1961), Gan
(1991), Lucas (1976), ( Hawkins (1981, 1993a), and Woodall and Adams
(1993). The book by Hawkins and Olwell (1997) is highly recommended.
In this section, we concentrate on the CUSUM model for the process
mean. Montgomery, 2009 noted that if the process remains in control at the
target value 0 , the cumulative sum defined in equation 3.1 is a random walk
with mean zero.
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However, if the mean shifts upward to some value 1 > 0 , say, then
an upward or positive drift will develop in the cumulative sum Ci.
Conversely, if the mean shifts downward to some 1 < 0 , then a downward
or negative drift in Ci will develop.
Therefore, if a significant trend develops in the plotted points either
upward or downward, we should consider this as evidence that the process
mean has shifted, and a search for some assignable cause should be
performed.
If the value in Equation 3.1 is plotted at each point in the data set for
the values in Figure 2.3, the plot in Figure 3.1 is obtained.

Figure 3.1.CUSUM of Original Diameters from Figure of Hawkins and Olwell,1997

Figure 3.1 shows a drifting randomness with no real trend in the data.
From this plot, the reader could conclude that no shift in mean had occurred.
In Figure 3.2, the data from Figure 2.4 with the small shift in mean is plotted
on a CUSUM model. It becomes very apparent on this model that something
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significant has shifted around the sixtieth data point as the reader will note a
steep shift of the CUSUM line towards the top right corner of the plot.

Figure 3.2.CUSUM of Shifted Diameters from Figure 2.3 of Hawkins and Olwell,1997

Because they combine information from several samples, cumulative
sum models are more effective than Shewhart models for detecting small
process shifts. Furthermore, they are particularly effective with samples of
size n = 1. This makes the cumulative sum control model a good candidate
for use in process industries where rational subgroups are frequently of size 1,
and in discrete parts manufacturing with automatic measurement of each part
and on-line process monitoring directly at the work center.
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3.3

Basis for the CUSUM Model for A Normal Mean
Lets look a bit more detail at the statistical underpinning of the

CUSUM model. Suppose that while the process is in control the readings Ci
are statistically independent and follow a normal distribution with known
mean µ and standard deviation σ. This statistical model has three parts:

i.

The readings are statistically independent and identically distributed.

ii.

The readings follow a normal distribution.

iii.

The true mean and standard deviation of this normal distribution are
known exactly.
None of these three assumptions can be taken for granted. It is not

uncommon for readings taken close together in time to have some degree of
association even in assembly-line manufacturing, and serial association is the
usual state of affairs for continuous-flow chemical processes. Reminding you
that it is important to check the lack of correlation (Hawkins & Olwell, 1997).

In order to obtain a CUSUM control model , control limits should be
integrated with Equation (3.1). Two methods, tabular CUSUM and V-mask
are used for this purpose. Tabular CUSUM is a more convenient and recent
way of representing CUSUM control models. For detailed information on
incorporating CUSUM models with V-mask, see Gan (1991). We will present
the construction and use of the tabular CUSUM. We will also discuss the Vmask procedure and of a CUSUM.
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3.4 The Tabular or Algorithmic CUSUM for Monitoring the
Process Mean
Montgomery 2009, has proposed an algorithmic (Tabular) CUSUM for
monitoring process mean. He shows that CUSUMS may be constructed both
for individual observations and for the averages of rational subgroups. The
case of individual observations will be treated in this section.

Let xi be the ith observation on the process. When the process is in
control, xi has a normal distribution with mean µ0 and standard deviation σ .
We assume that either σ is known or that a reliable estimate is available.
These assumptions are very consistent with phase II applications of SPC, the
situation in which the CUSUM is most useful. Later we will discuss
monitoring σ with a CUSUM.

Sometimes we think of µ0 as a target value for the quality characteristic
x. This viewpoint is often taken in the chemical and process industries when
the objective is to control x (viscosity, say) to a particular target value (such
as 2000 centistokes at 100°C). If the process drifts or shifts off this target
value, the CUSUM will signal, and an adjustment is made to some
manipulatable variable (such as the catalyst feed rate) to bring the process
back on target. Also, in some cases a signal from a CUSUM indicates the
presence of an assignable cause that must be investigated just as in the
Shewhart model case.

The tabular CUSUM works by accumulating derivations from µ0 that
are above target with one statistic C+ and accumulating derivations from µ0
that are below target with another statistic C−. A deviation above target C+ is
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called a one-sided upper CUSUM and a deviation below the target C− is
called a one-sided lower CUSUM. They are computed as follows:

C


0

 0

C


i

 m a x  0 , x

C


0

 0

C


i

 m a x  0 , (  0  k )  x

i

 (0  k )  C

i

C


i 1




i 1



(3.2)

(3.3)



The initial CUSUM values are C 0  C 0  0 . The constant, K, is usually

called the reference value (or the allowance, or the slack value), and it is
often chosen about halfway between the target mean 0 and the out of
control mean 1 that we are interested identifying the process shift quickly.
That is,
K 

1   0
2

Thus, if the shift is expressed in standard deviation units as 1  0   or
(   1  0  ) , then K is one-half the magnitude of the shift or

K 

Then

K (

1   0
(  0   )   0


 
2
2
2

n

)
 k  x , where 
2
n

x





an d k 
2
n

(3.4)

n

and also  x denotes the standard deviation of the sample mean,  denote the
magnitude of the process mean shift (multiple of σ ).
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Let H be the decision interval, defined as

H  h X  h


n



Note that C i and C i accumulate deviations from the target value 0

that are greater than K, with both quantities reset to zero on becoming




negative. The statistics C i and C i are plotted on the CUSUM model.




If either C i or C i or exceeds a predetermined decision interval (DI),
(-H,H), the process is considered to be out of control. Montgomery has
recommended a general procedure for selecting H and K. According to that
procedure, and , where is the standard deviation of the sample variable used in
forming CUSUM. He has recommended h=4 or 5 and k=1/2 for a CUSUM to
have good ARL properties against a shift of about 1σ in the process mean. For
more discussion on the design of CUSUM model see (Hawkins,1993) or
(Woodall and Adams,1993). An example of a DI CUSUM model is depicted
in Figure 3.3.

Fig 3.3.A DICUSUM monitoring model.
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In situations where an adjustment to some manipulatable variable is
required in order to bring the process back to the target value μ0, it may be
helpful to have an estimate of the new process mean following the shift. This
can be computed from


C
  0  K 
N
ˆ  
  K  C
 0
N


i


, if C


i

 H
(3.5)


i


, if C


i

 H

Where quantities N+ and N− indicate the number of consecutive periods that




the CUSUMS C i or C i have been nonzero.
Finally, Montgomery (2009) , note that runs tests, and other sensitizing
rules such as the zone rules, cannot be safely applied to the CUSUM, because






successive values of C i and C i not independent. In fact, the CUSUM C i


and C i can be thought of as a weighted average of the samples, where the
weights are stochastic or random.

3.5

CUSUM Design
CUSUM is usually recommended that the selection of the reference

value K and decision interval H be selected to provide good average run
length performance, there are some general recommendation for selecting H
and K. Define H = hσ and K= kσ, where σ is the standard deviation of the
sample variable used in forming the CUSUM models. Using h =4 or h=5 and
k= 0.5 will generally provide a CUSUM that has good ARL properties against
a shift about 1σ in the process mean. All the values of ARL performance of
Tabular CUSUM control model with k = 0.5 and h = 4 or h = 5 in the table
3.1( Hanif et al, 2012 ).
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If the exact out of control mean is unknown, we can let K = k σ where
σ is the process standard deviation and k is some constant chosen so that a
particular shift is detected. For example, say a shift from target of 1.5 standard
deviation is important to detect (i.e., detect if the target has shifted to μ0+1.5
or μ0−1.5) then k=1.5 and K=1.5σ. If the process standard deviation is not
known, it can be estimated from the sample data. (Laungrungrong et al.,
2010).
The tabular CUSUM is designed by choosing values for the reference
value K and the decision interval DI=H. It is usually recommended that these
parameters be selected to provide good average run length performance. The
first parameter, k, tunes the CUSUM to react to a shift of a certain size. The
second parameter, h, sets the average run length while in control.
There have been many analytical studies of CUSUM ARL performance.
Based on these studies, There some general recommendations for selecting H
and K.
To illustrate how well the recommendations of h = 4 or h = 5 with k
=1/2 work, consider the two-sided average run lengths shown in Table 1.
Note that a 1σ shift would be detected in either 8.38 samples (with k =1/2 and
h = 4) or 10.4 samples (with k =1/2 and h = 5). By comparison, a Shewhart
control model for individual measurements would require 43.96 samples, on
the average, to detect this shift.
Note also from Table 3.1 that h = 4 results in an in-control ARL = 168
samples, whereas h = 5 results in an in-control ARL = 465 samples. If we
choose h = 4.77, this will provide a CUSUM with ARL = 370 samples, which
matches the ARL value for a Shewhart control model with the usual 3σ limits
(Montgomery, 2009).
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Table 3.1. ARL Performance of the Tabular CUSUM with k = 1/2 and h = 4 or h = 5
SHEWHART

CUSUM control model

Shift in
Mean
(multiple of
σ)

control
h=4

h=5
model

0

168

465

370.4

0.25

74.2

139

281.1

0.50

26.6

38.0

155.2

0.75

13.3

17.0

81.2

1.00

8.38

10.4

43.9

1.50

4.75

5.75

15.0

2.00

3.34

4.01

6.3

2.50

2.62

3.11

3.2

3.00

2.19

2.57

2.0

4.00

1.71

2.01

1.2

Hawkins (1993) gives a table of k (=K/σ ) values and the corresponding
h (=H/σ ) values that will achieve ARL0= 370. In his table, setting k=1/2 then
h=4.77 gives us ARL0 = 370.
Table 3.2. Values of k and the corresponding values of h that Give ARL0 = 370
for the two-sided tabular CUSUM from Hawkins (1993a)
K

0.25

0.5

0.75

1.0

1.25

1.5

H

8.01

4.77

3.34

2.52

1.99

1.61

A more concise form of the CUSUM model is the Decision Interval
(DI) form that is used within the Minitab software. This is equivalent to the
V-mask version of the CUSUM with a slope k and leg height h, that will show
later .
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3.6.

Enhancement of The CUSUM
We, will incorporate some features into the CUSUM control model:

3.6. 1. One-Sided CUSUM Models
We have focused primarily on the two-sided CUSUM. There are
situations in which only a single one-sided CUSUM procedure is useful.
3.6.1.1.

Positive Shifts

If the shift δ to be detected is positive, the CUSUM for the tth subgroup
is computed as follows:

C i  m ax  0 , C i  1  ( Z i  k ) 
i = 1, 2,..., n, where C0 = 0, Zi is defined as for two-sided models, and the
parameter k, termed the reference value, is positive. The CUSUM Ci is
referred to as an upper cumulative sum. Ci can be computed as follows:


X
m ax  0, C i  1 



i

 ( 0  k  X i ) 


Xi


The sequence Ci cumulates deviations in the subgroup means greater than k
standard errors from μ0. If Ci exceeds a positive value h (referred to as the
decision interval), a shift or out-of-control condition is signaled.
3.6.1.2.

Negative Shifts

If the shift to be detected is negative, the CUSUM for the tth subgroup
is computed as follows:

C i  m a x  0, C i  1  ( Z

i

 k ) 

t = 1, 2,..., n, where C0 = 0, Zi is defined as for two-sided models, and the
parameter k, termed the reference value, is positive. The CUSUM Ci is
referred to as a lower cumulative sum. Ci can be computed as follows:
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X
m ax  0, C i  1 



i

 (0  k  X i ) 


Xi


The sequence Ci cumulates the absolute value of deviations in the subgroup
means less than k standard errors from μ0. If Ci exceeds a positive value h, a
shift or out-of-control condition is signaled.
Note that Ci is always positive and h is always positive, regardless of
whether δ is positive or negative. For models designed to detect a negative
shift, some authors define a reflected version of Ci for which a shift is
signaled when Zi is less than a negative limit. For more details on
http://www.jmp.com/support/help/Statistical_Details_for_CUSUM_Control_
Charts.shtml.
3.6.2.

Standardized CUSUM Control Model
Montgomery, 2009 shows that many users of the CUSUM prefer to

standardize the variable xi before performing the calculations.
There are two advantages to standardizing the CUSUM. First, many CUSUM
models can now have the same values of k and h, and the choices of these
parameters are not scale dependent (that is, they do not depend on σ). Second,
a standardized CUSUM leads naturally to a CUSUM for controlling
variability. To do so, Let

y

i

 x i  0



 
x  
0

  x

Fo r n  1

Fo r n  1

be the standardized value of xi, where,

x is the sample or subgroup average.

 x   / n is the sample standard deviation.
n is the number of observations.
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Then the standardized CUSUMS are defined as follows:

C


0

 0

C


i

 m a x  0 , y

C


0

 0

C


i

 m a x  0 ,  k )  y

i

 k C

i


i 1

C


i 1

(3.6)



(3.7)
(3.8)

H  h

3.6.3.



CUSUM Procedures for Monitoring Process Variability

Although much attention

has been given to CUSUM procedures for

monitoring a process mean, CUSUM

procedures for monitoring process

variability have received considerably less attentions.
A CUSUM procedure for monitoring σ using individual observations
was proposed by Hawkins (1981). The approach is as follows. Let,

Wi 

X i /

1/ 2

 0.82218

(3.15)

0.34914

where E ( X i /  1/ 2 )  0.82218 and V ar ( X i /  1/ 2 )  (0.34914) 2 , when X  (0,  2 ) . If
X has a nonzero mean, successive differences between the X values (i.e, Xi –
Xi-1 ) would be used in place of Xi .
The reason of using X i /  1/ 2 is that this will have approximately a
normal distribution when X  (0,  2 ) . Therefore W will approximately
N  (0,1).
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consequently, The general CUSUM procedure that has been used in the
previous and elsewhere can be used here but Hawkins (1981), presented the
procedure in which the cumulative sum of deviations from the mean
(0.82218) was used.
Hawkins and Olwell (1998), discussed this procedure, although they
presented it somewhat differently with ( Xi − µ ) / σ replacing Xi / σ. They
pointed out that this CUSUM is effective for detecting increases in σ2 but not
for detecting small decreases, stating that the ARL for detecting a small
variance decrease can be greater than the in control ARL. Of course, this is
caused by the fact that the statistic that is being CUSUMed does not have a
symmetric distribution, although Hawkins and Olwell (1998) stated that

X i

 µ  /  is very closed to being a normal random variable. Of course,

the way to achieve process improvement to reduce variability, so the inability
to quickly to detect small variance decrease is needed a shortcoming the
procedure, as the authors pointed out.
Whenever individual observations are used, a change in the mean can
caused a signal on a plot for monitoring variability, and conversely. Here
expected value of

X i

 µ  /  will of course change when μ changes,

regardless of whether σ also changes. So a signal may not necessary mean a
change in σ.
Mongomery,(2009) shows that since the in control distribution of Wi is
approximately N(0,1), two one-sided standardized scale (i.e., standard
deviation) CUSUMS can be established as follows:

S i  max  0,W i  k  S i1 

(3.16)

S i  max 0, k W i  S i1 

(3.17)
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Where S+ = S− = 0 (unless a FIR feature is used) and the values of k and h are
selected as in the CUSUM for controlling the process mean. The
interpretation of the scale CUSUM is similar to the interpretation of the
CUSUM for the mean. If the process standard deviation increases, the values

of S i will increase and eventually exceed H, whereas if the standard deviation

decreases, the values of S i will increase and eventually exceed H.

The Fast Initial Response or Headstart Feature

3.5.4.

Lucas (1984) introduced the idea of the fast initial response (FIR)
CUSUM control model to improve the sensitivity of a CUSUM at process
start-up. Increased sensitivity at process start-up would be desirable if the
corrective action did not reset the mean to the target value. Rather than


starting the cumulative sum at zero with C 0  C 0  0 , the FIR CUSUM

starts the cumulative sum at f= C i = H/ 2. This is called a 50% headstart.

3.5.4.1

Benefits of A Headstart:

If the process starts in control at the target value, the CUSUMS will
quickly drop to zero and the headstart will have little effect on the
performance of the CUSUM procedure. The CUSUM model was produced
using Minitab. However, if the process starts at some level different from the
target value, Lucas showed that the FIR CUSUM model is able to signal
faster than the CUSUM model when the process is initially out-of-control,
resulting in shorter out-of-control ARL values. consider the Table 3.2.
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Table 3.3. ARL Values for Some Modifications of the Basic CUSUM with k = 1/2 and h =
5 (If subgroups of size n > 1 are used, then( 
Standard
Shift in Mean
(multiple of σ)

CUSUM
h=5

x  / n )
CUSUM
With FIR

0

465

430

0.25

139

122

0.50

38.0

28.7

0.75

17.0

11.2

1.00

10.4

6.35

1.50

5.75

3.37

2.00

4.01

2.36

2.50

3.11

1.86

3.00

2.57

1.54

4.00

2.01

1.16

Figure 3.4 illustrates how the FIR CUSUM can respond sooner than the
standard CUSUM when they both monitor the same initially out of control
process.

The two lines in Figure 3.4 display the cumulative sum for the FIR
CUSUM, the cumulative sum for the standard CUSUM using the same
hypothetical observational data and the control limit h = 4,. The first line
represents C 0 for the FIR CUSUM withC 0 =2. The second line represents C 0
the standard CUSUM withC 0 =0.
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Figure 3.4. Fast Initial Response CUSUM and standard CUSUM

In Figure 3.4, the FIR CUSUM signals after seven subgroups, whereas
the standard CUSUM requires 13 subgroups. Once C i ≤ 0, the FIR CUSUM
control model will continue to monitor the process in the same manner as the
CUSUM model.

Note that the ARL values for the FIR CUSUM are valid for the case
when the process is out of control at the time the CUSUMS are reset. When
the process is in control, the headstart value quickly drops to zero.

Lucas and Crosier (1982) describe the properties of a fast initial
response (FIR) feature for CUSUM models in which the initial CUSUM is set
to a “head start” value. Average run length calculations given by them show
that the FIR feature has little effect when the process is in control and that it
leads to a faster response to an initial out of control condition than a standard
CUSUM model. You can provide a Head Start value in the Known Statistics
for CUSUM Model area on the launch.
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3.6.5. The V-Mask Method
In the V-mask approach , a template known as a V-mask , proposed by
Barnard (1959), is used to determine a change in the process mean though the
plotting of cumulative sums. The V-mask is applied to successive values of
the CUSUM statistic:
i

C

i





y

j

 y

i

C

i 1

(3.9)

j 1

Where C0= 0 and yi is the standardized observation y i  ( x i  0 /  ) .
Figure 3.5. shows a V-mask, which has two parameters, the lead
distance d and the angle θ of each decision line with respect to the horizontal.
The V-mask is positioned such that point P coincides with the last plotted
value of the cumulative sum and line OP is parallel to the horizontal axis. If
the values plotted previously are within the two arms of the V-mask  ـ ـthat is
between the upper decision line and the lower decision line  ـ ـthe process is
judged to be in control. If any value of the CUSUM lies outsides the arms of
the V-mask, the process is considered to be out of control

Fig. 3.5. A V-mask for making decisions with cumulative sum plot from Barnard, (1959)
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3.6.5.1.

Determination Of V-Mask Parameters

The two parameters of V-mask d and θ, are determined based on the
levels of risk that the decision maker is willing to tolerate. These risks are the
type I and type II errors describe in section 2.9. The probability of type I error
α, is the risk of concluding that a process is out of control when it is really in
control. The probability of a type II error β, is the risk of failing to detect a
change in the process parameter and concluding that a process is in of control
when it is really out of control.
Let ∆ X denote the amount of shift of the process mean that we want to
able to detect, and let  X denote the standard deviation of X . Next consider the
equation:

  X
X

(3.10)

where δ represents the degree of shift in the process mean, relative to the
standard deviation of the mean, that we wish to detect, Then the lead distance
of the V-mask is giving by

d 

2
1 
ln
2


(3.11)

IF the probability of a type II error β, is selected to be small, then the
equation 3.11 reduces to

d 

2
ln 
2



(3.12)

The angle of decision line with respect to the horizontal is obtained
from

  tan  1
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X
2K

(3.13)

where k is a scale factor representing a ratio of a vertical –scale unit to a
horizontal –scale unit on the plot. The value of k should be with a preferred
value of .
On measure of control model's performance is the average run length
(ARL).This value represents the average number of points that must be
plotted before an out of control condition is indicated. For a Shewhart control
model, if p represents the probability that a single point will fall outside the
control limits, the average run length is given by

ARL 

1
P

(3.14)

For 3σ limits on a Shewhart X -model, the value of p is about 0.0026
when the process is in control. Hence the ARL for an X -model exhibiting
control is

ARL 

1
 385
0.0026

The implication of this is that, on average, if the process is in control,
every 385th sample statistic will indicate an out of control state. The ARL is
usually larger for a CUSUM model than for a Shewhart model. For example,
for a CUSUM model with comparable risks, the ARL is around 500. Thus if a
process is in control, on average, every 385th sample statistic will indicate an
out of control situation, so there is be fewer false alarms.
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Montgomery 2009, strongly advise against using the V-mask
procedure. Some of the disadvantages and problems associated with this
scheme are as follows:
1. The headstart feature, which is very useful in practice, cannot be
implemented with the V-mask.
2. It is sometimes difficult to determine how far backward the arms of the Vmask should extend, thereby making interpretation difficult for the
practitioner.
3. Perhaps the biggest problem with the V-mask is the ambiguity associated
with α and β in the Johnson design procedure.
For detailed information on incorporating CUSUM models with V-mask, see
Gan (1991). Multivariate extensions to CUSUM control models are
investigated in Runger and Testik (2004).

3.6.6. Significance of trends

Figure of CUSUM plots raises the questions: Is this trend significant? Is it
large enough to require action to correct the trend? There is, after all, a high
probability that a number of successive results may be above or below target
by chance. To overcome this dilemma, a novel method has been devised to
confirm when a significant change has occurred. A transparent mask in the
shape of a truncated V is placed over the plot, as shown by the dotted lines in
Fig. 3.5, with the lead point O over the last CUSUM result plotted. If the plot
remains inside the boundaries of the mask no significant changes have
occurred and the process is in control. However, if the plot crosses a
boundary, the process is considered to be out of control, a significant trend
has been detected and action is required, The previous view obtained by a
typical V-mask CUSUM control model which presented in Figure 3.6. The
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mask is applied to the plot each time a new result is added and a further check
is made (Dewar and Anderson,1992).

Figure 3.6. A typical V-mask CUSUM control model from Dipl, (1998).

3.7

Summary
As in any process, There are multiple types of variability and the tools

to detect them differ. While Shewhart Xbar model excel at detecting special
cause variability, they have no memory, they are not very effective in
detecting small to medium size shifts. CUSUM model excel at detecting
assignable causes even if the shifts are relatively small. Two methods, tabular
CUSUM and V-mask are used to obtain CUSUM control models were
discussed.
In fact, among all methods with the same in control ARL they are probably
optimal to detect an out of control state most quickly. Finally, we discuss
some enhancement of the CUSUM as One-Sided CUSUM models and FIRFast Initial Response to improve the sensitivity of a CUSUM at process.
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Chapter 4

Overview of
Exponentially Weighted
Moving Average (EWMA)
Statistical Modeling
4.1

Introduction
Although the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) is

known to have optimal properties in some forecasting and control
applications, it has been largely neglected as a tool by quality-control
analysts. Only recently has the EWMA control scheme been exploited and its
properties evaluated analytically. This may be due to papers by Robinson and
Ho (1978), Lucas and Saccucci (1990) in which techniques to study the
properties of the method and also positive reports of the quality of the method
are given (Akermo, 1994).

The EWMA control model is also a good alternative to the Shewhart
control model when we are interested in detecting small shifts. The
performance of the EWMA control model is approximately equivalent to that
of the cumulative sum control model, utilize information from past
observations and in some ways it is easier to set up and operate
(Montgomery,2009) .
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(Roberts, 1959) shows that this type of model has some very attractive
properties, in particular:

1. Unlike X -R and Individuals models (without the Western Electric
Handbook5 rules which aim to increase sensitivity), all of the data collected
over time may be used to determine the control status of a process.
2. The EWMA is often superior to the CUSUM modeling technique for
detecting "larger" shifts.
3. EWMA schemes may be applied for monitoring standard deviations in
addition to the process mean.
4. There exists the ability to use EWMA schemes to forecast values of a
process mean.
5. The EWMA methodology is not sensitive to normality assumption.

Only recently has the EWMA control scheme been exploited and its
properties evaluated analytically ( Hunter 1986; Lucas and Saccucci 1987;
Montgomery, Gardiner, and Pizzano 1987; Robinson and Ho 1978;
Waldmann 1986).
In the present chapter, the EWMA control model techniques will be
discussed including the

theory and possible

enhancements

to

the

determination of small changes.

As with the CUSUM, the EWMA is typically used with individual
observations, and so, consequently, we will discuss that case first.
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4.2.

The Exponentially Weighted Moving Average Control Model for

Monitoring the Process Mean

The EWMA control model was introduced by Roberts (1959). It is based
on the statistic:

z i   x i  (1   ) z i  1

(4.1)

Where,
 z0 is the mean of historical data (target).
 xi is the observation at sample number i.
 n is the number of observations to be monitored including z0.
 0 <  ≤ 1 is a constant that determines the depth of memory of the
EWMA.
Together with upper control limits (UCL’s) and lower control limits
(LCL’s) where, The sequentially recorded observations, xi, can be
individually observed values from the process, although they are often sample
averages obtained from a designated sampling plan. Here, it is assumed that
xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , are independent and identically (i.i.d.) N (μ0,σ2) observations,
where μ0 and σ2 represent the process mean and variance of xi respectively
(Khoo, 2004).
The starting value Zo , (required with the first sample at i= 1) is often
taken to be the target value, so that

z 0  0

(4.2)

If μ0 is unknown, then the average of an in-control preliminary data set
is used as the starting value of the EWMA so that, so that

z0  x
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(4.3)

To demonstrate that the EWMA zi is a weighted average of all previous
sample means, it may substituted for zi-1 on the right-hand side of equation
(4.1) to obtain:

z i   x i  (1   ) z i 1
  x i  (1   )   x i 1  (1   ) z i  2 
  x i   (1   ) x i 1  (1   ) 2 z i  2
Continuing to substitute recursively for zi-j, j= 2, 3, . . . , t, we obtain
i 1

z

i

 



(1   ) j x

i  j

 (1   ) i z

0

(4.4)

j 0

With the first value z0 in this sum generally being set to the mean of
former observations. This smoothing process means that the contribution of a
value to the test statistic decays exponentially by time or by the number of
new observations, with the speed of decay being adjustable by the weighting
factor.
An arithmetic moving average applies equal value to each data
observations in the average. A geometric moving average (GMA) is desired to
put more weight on the last data observations than on pervious data
observations. However, any system for calculating weights must be practical
to implement. The parameter λ of GMA which is the weight given to the last
data point must be between 0 and 1. If λ=1, then the GMA is equivalent to a
regular Shewhart model on individuals. Smaller values of λ give more
smoothing to the data and decline weights faster. values of λ less than 0.5 give
rise to problems when starting a GMA since they give too much weight to the
initial values.
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An EWMA has alternatively been referred to as a GMA because zi, can
be equivalently written as a moving average of the current and past
observations where the weights λ(1−λ)j of the past observations fall off
(decrease) exponentially as in a geometric series ( Lucas and Saccucci, 1990).

Furthermore, the weights sum to unity, since
i 1





(1   )

j

j 0

 1  (1   ) i 
i
  
  1  (1   )
 1  (1   ) 

(4.5)

EWMA gives the most recent observation the greatest weight, and
gives all previous observations geometrically decreasing weights. If λ is equal
to one only the last observation is considered and the resulting test is a
Shewhart test. If λ is near zero all observations have approximately the same
weight. (Akermo,1994 ).

If λ = 0.2, then the weight assigned to the current sample mean is 0.2
and the weights given to the preceding means are 0.16, 0.128, 0.1024, and so
forth. A comparison of these weights with those of a five-period moving
average is shown in Fig. 4.1. The first line represents a case in which λ = 0.2,
and the second line represents a case in which λ = 0.6 (Park, 2005).
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Figure 4.1. Weights of Past Sample Means of EWMA model

Because these weights decline geometrically when connected by a
smooth curve, the EWMA is sometimes called a geometric moving average
and if the λ value is small, the weights decline faster. Since the EWMA can be
viewed as a weighted average of all past and current observations, it is very
insensitive to the normality assumption. It is therefore an ideal control model
to use with individual observations. In addition, many of the properties of
EWMA’s can be obtained from the formula for the sum of a geometric series
(Ozsan, 2008).

If the observations xi are independent random variables with variance


2
x

, then the variance of zi is



2
z i

 

 

 2   

2
x

(4.6)

The standard deviation of Zi is



z

i

 

z

1  (1   ) 2 i

where σz is the limiting value for large i.
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(4.7)

Therefore, the EWMA control model would be constructed by plotting

zi versus the sample number i (or time). The center line and control limits for
the EWMA control model are as follows:

UCL  0  L


1  (1   ) 2 i 
(2   )

Center line  0

LC L= 0  L 

(4.8)

(4.9)


1  (1   ) 2 i 
(2   )

(4.10)

where L is a factor defining the width of the control limits and σ is the
standard deviation of the sample under study.
Since 0 <  ≤ 1, the term [1 − (1 − λ)2i] in equations (4.8) and (4.10)
approaches unity as λ gets larger. Lucas and Saccucci (1990), shows that this
means that the effect of the starting value soon dissipates and the variance
quickly converges to its asymptotic value,



2
zi

  
 

 2 

2
x

After the EWMA control model has been running for several time periods, the
control limits approach steady-state values and are usually based on the
asymptotic standard deviation of the control statistic:
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UCL  

0

 L


(2   )

(4.11)


(2   )

(4.12)

And

LCL=

0

 L

However, Montgomery (2009), recommend using the exact control
limits in equations (4.8) and (4.10) for small values of i. This will greatly
improve the performance of the control model in detecting an off-target
process immediately after the EWMA is started up. But the control limits are
usually based on the asymptotic standard deviation of the control statistic as
set forth in equations (4.11) and (4.12), respectively. In general, the control
limits are chosen symmetrically about the process target value so that the
previous equations have the same L.

The limits of the EWMA model differ from those of a Shewhart model
and have to be computed separately. The EWMA control model differs from
CUSUM model by using the additional weighting factor.
Setting the EWMA weighting factor λ=1 yields a Shewhart control
model. Because of this flexibility, the EWMA model has drawn increasing
attention in industrial quality-control practice as a more effective model than
Shewhart models as shown by the number of publications in the Journal of
Quality Technology since 1989.

EWMA can be viewed as a weighted average of all past and current
observations. Specifically, a new moving average is formed each time a new
sample is collected by calculating a weighted average of the new value and
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the previous moving average. A typical example of an EWMA control model
is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The performance of the EWMA control model is
approximately equivalent to that of the CUSUM model, although an EWMA
model is easier to set-up and operate. Furthermore, EWMA models can be
used to smooth the effects of known but uncontrollable noise in the data by
appropriate choice of the weighting factor. Many industrial chemical process
with day-to-day fluctuations, fit into this category. Moreover, a modified
EWMA control model can be used for autocorrelated processes with a slowly
drifting process mean (Mastrangelo and Montgomery, 1995).

Figure 4.2. Atypical example of an EWMA control model from Dipl, (1998).

4.3 The Average Run Length of EWMA Control Model
There have been several theoretical studies of the average run length
properties of the EWMA control model. For example, Roberts (1959) first
described the use of EWMA control schemes. Using simulation, he developed
nomograms of average run lengths (ARL’s) for the case of normally
distributed observations. In a subsequent article, Roberts (1966) compared
their performance to other procedures, including CUSUM and Shewhart
control schemes. More recently, Robinson and Ho (1978) numerically
evaluated the ARL’s of EWMA control schemes using an Edgeworth series
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expansion. also see the papers by Lucas and Saccucci (1990). These studies
provide average run length tables or graphs for a range of values of λ and L.
The average run length performance for several EWMA control
schemes is shown in Table 4.1. The optimal design procedure would consist
of specifying the desired in-control and out of control average run lengths and
the magnitude of the process shift that is anticipated, and then to select the
combination of λ and L that provide the desired ARL performance. Note that
ARL is also proportional to the amount of production from a process.
Table 4.1. Average Run Lengths for Several EWMA Control Schemes
from Lucas and Saccucci (1990).
Shift in
Mean
(multiple of
σ)

L=3.054

L= 2.998

L= 2.962

L= 2.814

L= 2.615

λ = 0.40

λ = 0.25

λ = 0.20

λ = 0.10

λ = 0.05

0

500

500

500

500

500

0.25

224

170

150

106

84.1

0.50

71.2

48.2

41.8

31.3

28.8

0.75

28.4

20.1

18.2

15.9

16.4

1.00

14.3

11.1

10.5

10.3

11.4

1.50

5.9

5.5

5.5

6.1

7.1

2.00

3.5

3.6

3.7

4.4

5.2

2.50

2.5

2.7

2.9

3.4

4.2

3.00

2.0

2.3

2.4

2.9

3.5

4.00

1.4

1.7

1.9

2.2

2.7

In general, the values of λ in the interval 0.05 ≤ λ ≤ 0.25 work well in
practice, with λ = 0.05, λ = 0.10, and λ = 0.20 being popular choices.
A good rule of thumb is to use smaller values of λ to detect smaller shifts. We
have also found that L = 3 (the usual three-sigma limits) works reasonably
well, particularly with the larger value of λ, although when λ is small
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(say, λ ≤ 0.1) there is an advantage in reducing the width of the limits by
using a value of L between about 2.6 and 2.8.
For Example, if we used λ = 0.1 and L = 2.7. We would expect this
choice of parameters to result in an in-control ARL = 500 and an ARL for
detecting a shift of one standard deviation in the mean= 10.3. Thus this design
is approximately equivalent to the CUSUM with h = 5 and k = 1/2
.Montgomery (2009). Lucas and Saccucci (1987) also provided tables for incontrol ARL’s of 100, 300, 1,000, 2,000, and 5,000.

4.4

Design Procedure of EWMA Control Model
In addition to characterizing the run-length distribution of an EWMA

control scheme, the ARL is also proportional to the amount of production
from a process. Hence design procedures are usually based on the ARL
properties of control schemes. The ARL should be long when the process is
operating near its target value and short when the process shifts to an
unacceptable level.
To facilitate the design of EWMA control schemes, Table 4.2 contains
a list of optimal parameters. For a specified in-control ARL and shift in the
process, these parameters will give an EWMA control scheme having the
minimum ARL at the specified shift. Whenever the minimum ARL’s were
nearly equivalent over a range of λ values, the entire range of λ was given. An
EWMA control scheme designed with the smallest values of λ in this range
will provide more protection against small shifts in the process, but an
EWMA control scheme designed with the largest value of λ will provide more
protection against large shifts in the process.
Table 4.2 illustrates that, for a fixed in-control ARL, the optimal value
of λ increases as the shift in the process increases. Lucas (1973), proved that a
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Shewhart control scheme, an EWMA with λ equal to 1, is optimal for
detecting large shifts. Consequently, if X2 = σ/n and there is no restriction on
choosing n, there is little need to consider control schemes other than standard
Shewhart control schemes. Shewhart control schemes can be optimized for
detecting a given size shift by increasing the number of samples included in
each observation. On the other hand, it is often appropriate to consider more
complicated error structures. For many chemical processes, the error structure
2
2
can be approximated as X2   between
  within
/ n . In this situation, only short-

term variation is reduced when multiple samples are taken, and the EWMA
control scheme is useful for detecting small shifts in the process. For a further
discussion of this point, see Goel (1968) or Lucas (1976).

To design an EWMA control scheme, Lucas and Saccucci (1990),
recommend the following procedure. First, specify the desired in-control ARL
and the shift in the process that is to be detected quickly. Using Table 4.2,
obtain the EWMA parameters that will result in the minimum ARL for the
specified shift in the process. Finally, the entire ARL profile for this EWMA
should be evaluated to determine whether it provides sufficient protection
against other shifts. The ARL profile can be obtained from the ARL tables
given by Lucas and Saccucci (1987).
Note that the values of λ recommended for detecting one- X shifts in
the process are small relative to the values between 0.25 and 0.50 that have
often been suggested in the literature. Table 4.2, indicates that this range is
optimal for detecting two- X shifts. Furthermore, This design suggestions
differ from those of Hunter (1986). He suggested choosing λ to minimize the
one-step-ahead forecast error by using the past history of the data. Although
past history provides guidance, it is important to design the EWMA to guard
against possible future shifts in the process mean.
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Table 4.2. Optimal EWMA Control Schemes by Lucas And Saccucci (1990).
In-control average run length
Shift

100

300

500

1000

2000

λ

0.07-0.06

0.06-0.05

0.05

0.04

0.04-0.03

L

2.015-1.954

2.462-2.399

2.616 28.7

2.817

3.069-2.989-0

ARLmin

17.3

24.9

28.7

34.3

40.1

λ

0.19-0.16

0.15-0.14

0.15-0.12

0.13-0.10

0.12-0.10

L

2.346-2.298

2.723-2.707

2.907-2.858

3.113-3.059

3.317-3.283

ARLmin

6.97

9.14

10.2

11.7

15.2

λ

0.52-0.47

0.42-0.38

0.37-0.36

0.35-0.31

0.23-0.28

L

2.538-2.526

2.895-2.885

3.047-3.044

3.253-3.241

3.445-3.433

ARLmin

2.62

3.23

3.51

3.90

4.29

λ

0.81-0.77

0.74-0.71

0.70-0.66

0.66-0.59

0.61-0.53

L

2.572-2.569

2.931-2.930

3.086-3.084

3.286-3.283

3.477-3.473

ARLmin

1.45

1.72

1.86

2.06

2.26

λ

1.00-0.85

0.97-0.84

0.95-0.82

0.91-0.80

0.91-0.75

L

2.576-2.573

2.935-2.934

3.090-3.089

3.290-3.289

3.480-3.480

ARLmin

1.08

1.16

1.21

1.29

1.39

0.50

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00
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4.5 Enhancement of the EWMA
There have been numerous enhancements and variations of the basic
EWMA control model. In this section, we describe Fast Initial Response
(FIR) and Monitoring Variability procedures.

4.5.1 Fir Feature

Lucas and Crosier (1982a) showed that a FIR feature is useful for
CUSUM control schemes because processes are more likely to be away from
the target value when a control scheme is initiated due to startup problems or
because of ineffective control action after the previous out-of-control signal.
A FIR feature is especially useful for EWMA control schemes designed with
small values of λ. When λ is small, the variance of the control statistic
converges slowly to its asymptotic value so that control schemes based on the
asymptotic standard deviation tend to be insensitive at start-up.

It is possible to add the fast initial response (FIR) or headstart feature to
the EWMA. As with the CUSUM, the advantage of the procedure would be to
more quickly detect a process that is off target at start-up(Montgomery,
2009).

A FIR feature for an EWMA control scheme can be obtained by
simultaneously implementing two one-sided EWMA’s, each with a head start
(HS). One EWMA has an HS, or starting value, above the target value and the
other EWMA has an HS below the target value. If the process is off aim at
start-up, the EWMA with the appropriate HS will tend to give an out-ofcontrol signal more quickly. On the other hand, if the process is initially in
control, the two EWMA’s will tend to converge. In practice, one of the
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control schemes can be discontinued when they are sufficiently close-for
example, whenever they differ by less than l σz.
For purposes of illustration, the starting values are taken halfway
between the process target value and the control limits (i.e., 50% HS). Since
the process is initially in control, both EWMA’s remain well within the
control limits as they converge toward each other.

Steiner (1999) uses a single control model but narrows the time-varying
limits even further for the first few sample points. He uses an exponentially
decreasing adjustment to further narrow the limits, so that the control limits
are located a distance




1  (1   ) 2t  
 L     (1  f )1 a ( t 1) 
(2   )


around the target.
The constants f and a are to be determined. Steiner suggests choosing f = 0.5
and a so that the FIR has little effect after about 20 observations. This leads to
choosing a =[−2/log(1 − f) − 1]/19. For example, if f = 0.5, then a = 0.3.

Note, The choice of f = 0.5 is attractive because it mimics the 50% headstart
often used with CUSUMS.

FIR feature is most useful for EWMA control schemes with λ less than
or equal to 0.25
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Table 4.3. FIR Average Run Lengths for an EWMA Control Scheme from Lucas
and Saccucci (1990).
Shift

L=
2.615

L=3.090

L=3.087

L=3.071

L=3.054

L=3.023

L= 2.998

L= 2.962

L= 2.814

λ = 1.00

λ = 0.75

λ = 0.50

λ = 0.40

λ = 0.3

λ = 0.25

λ = 0.20

λ = 0.10

0

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

25

500

498

497

497

495

491

491

487

470

50

500

496

487

487

485

483

475

468

434

75

500

495

478

471

456

444

429

382

312

0

201

140

88.8

71.2

55.4

48.2

41.8

31.3

28.8

25

201

140

87.8

70.0

53.9

46.5

39.7

28.3

24.7

50

201

139

86.1

67.8

51.2

43.6

36.6

24.2

19.5

75

201

138

82.7

63.5

46.2

38.2

30.8

17.9

12.9

0

54.6

30.6

17.5

14.3

12.0

11.1

10.5

10.3

11.4

25

54.6

30.2

16.9

13.5

11.1

10.1

9.40

8.75

9.30

50

54.6

29.7

15.9

12.4

9.82

8.79

7.93

6.87

6.93

75

54.6

29.1

14.5

10.8

7.99

6.86

5.91

4.56

4.28

0

7.26

4.54

3.63

3.52

3.54

3.61

3.74

4.36

5.23

25

7.26

4.33

3.29

3.13

3.08

3.11

3.17

3.57

4.19

50

7.26

4.09

2.87

2.64

2.52

2.50

2.51

2.72

3.08

75

7.26

3.81

2.41

2.11

1.90

1.82

1.76

1.76

1.90

0

2.15

1.88

1.93

2.02

2.16

2.26

2.38

2.87

3.50

25

2.15

1.75

1.69

1.73

1.83

1.90

2.01

2.35

2.80

50

2.15

1.63

1.45

1.44

1.46

1.49

1.54

1.80

2.11

75

2.15

1.51

1.26

1.21

1.18

1.17

1.16

1.19

1.29

%HS

λ = 0.05

0.00

0.50

1.00

2.00

3.00

Unlike CUSUM control schemes, there is no theory that suggests the
appropriate HS value, so the HS value is obtained by examining the trade-off
between the percentage of decrease in the in control ARL and the percentage
of decrease in the out-of-control ARL’s. An HS value of approximately 50%
works well in the situations that we have examined.
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A disadvantage of this approach is that it requires two separate
EWMA’s for each process being monitored. This can be cumbersome when
the number of processes being monitored is large. Moreover, this procedure is
not easily generalized to multivariate EWMA’s. An alternative FIR feature
can be achieved by using tighter control limits for the initial few observations.
A detailed discussion of this approach will be given in a future article.

4.5.2

Monitoring Variability
MacGregor and Harris (1993), discuss the use of EWMA based

statistics for monitoring the process standard deviation.

Let xi be normally distributed with mean µ and standard deviation σ. The
exponentially weighted mean square error (EWMS) is defined as

S i2   (x i   ) 2  (1   )S i21

(4.13)

It can be shown that E(S2) = σ2 (for large i) and if the observations are
independent and normally distributed, then S2/σ2 has an approximate chisquare distribution with v = (2−λ)/λ degrees of freedom.
Therefore, if σ0 represents the in-control or target value of the process
2
standard deviation, we could plot S i on an exponentially weighted root

mean square (EWRMS) control model with control limits given by
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U C L = 



2
 , / 2

0



(4.14)

And
LC L =

 2 ,1  
0



/2



(4.15)

2
2
Where  ,/2 and  ,1/2 represented left and right sides of the critical rejoin

under chi-square distribution respectively.
MacGregor and Harris (1993), point out that the EWMS can be
sensitive to shifts in th process mean and the standard deviation. They suggest
replacing μ in equation 4.11with an estimate at each point in time. A logical
estimate of μ turns out to be the ordinary EWMA zi. They derive control
limits for the resulting exponentially weighted moving variance (EWMV),

S i2   ( x i  z i )2  (1   )S i21
4.6

(4.16)

Comparisons Between EWMA and CUSUM Control

Schemes
CUSUM and EWMA models are intended for persistent shifts.
Hawkins and Zamba (2003), show that not all changes persist though, some
causes operate for a short period and then resolve themselves without being
noticed. The CUSUM and EWMA models are not effective for detecting this
type of chance causes. They have concentrated on the CUSUM control model,
and show that CUSUM involves an extra tuning step of deciding what
magnitude of change to look for. On the one hand, that adds complexity to the
methods; on the other, it adds a flexibility that is lacking in the Shewhart
model with 3- sigma control limits. The optimal diagnostic for a step change
is a CUSUM.
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Lucas and Saccucci (1987), compared the ARL’s of EWMA and
CUSUM control schemes over a wide range of parameter values. These
comparisons indicate that there is little practical difference between the ARL
properties of the two control schemes. Al though one scheme may be superior
in terms of others properties, it seems likely that non statistical criteria could
be used to decide which particular procedure should be used in a given
situation. If one scheme is currently being used in most applications, it would
recommend using the same scheme throughout.
Table 4.4 provides a specific comparison between an EWMA and a
CUSUM control scheme. The parameters of the EWMA’s were chosen so that
the in control ARL’s would match those of a CUSUM control scheme with h
= 5.0 and k = 0.5. The matching was done for steady-state ARL’s, so EWMA
were evaluated. EWMA was obtained parameters λ = 0.139 and L = 2.864.
Each of these schemes was designed to detect a 1σ shift in the process.
Table 4.4. ARL Comparisons Between EWMA and CUSUM Control Schemes.
Shift in Mean
(multiple of σ)

Steady State

FIR -50% HS.

EWMA

CUSUM

EWMA

CUSUM

0

459

459

435

430

0.25

116

137

106

122

0.50

33.1

36.4

27.6

28.7

0.75

15.7

16.0

12.0

11.2

1.00

9.84

9.62

7.04

6.35

1.50

5.57

5.28

3.73

3.37

2.00

3.94

3.68

2.57

2.36

2.50

3.09

2.86

2.00

1.86

3.00

2.57

2.38

1.65

1.54

4.00

1.98

1.86

1.22

1.16

5.00

1.66

1.53

1.04

1.02
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The comparisons showed that the ARL’s for the EWMA are usually
smaller than the ARL’s of the CUSUM up to a value of the shift near the one
that the scheme was designed to detect. Beyond this shift, the ARL’s of the
EWMA are larger than the ARL’s of the corresponding CUSUM.
The steady-state comparisons favor the CUSUM more strongly because
random observations on one side of the target value can delay detection of a
shift to the other side for an EWMA.

In Figure 4.3, the ARL curve of Shewhart, EWMA and CUSUM
schemes is depicted. The reference value was set to k = 0.5, and the decision
interval was chosen in such a way that the in control ARL equaled 370.4. This
resulted in h = 4.7749. The resulting ARL curve is drawn together with the
ARL curve of a Shewhart control model for independent observations and the
ARL of an EWMA model for independent observations.

Figure 4.3. ARL curves of the Shewhart, the EWMA, and the CUSUM model for the mean
of independent observations from Lucas and Saccucci (1990).
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Figure 4.3 shows that the ARL of the EWMA model is smaller than the
ARL of the CUSUM model when a shift in μ occurred that is smaller than the
shift that was used for the design of the EWMA model. For larger shifts, the
CUSUM ARL is slightly smaller. This difference in ARL behavior is typical
for a wide range of parameter values according to Lucas and Saccucci (1990).
Compared to the ARL curve of the Shewhart model, both the CUSUM
and the EWMA model are more efficient in detecting small shifts in the mean.
For larger shifts (say δ >2.6), the Shewhart control model is slightly more
ancient. For example, when δ = 3, the ARL of the Shewhart model is 2.00, the
ARL of the EWMA model is 2.51, and the ARL of the CUSUM model is
2.49.
Shewhart control models only use the last sample to monitor the
process. These models have no memory: previous observations do not
influence the probability of future out of control signals. Large shifts in the
mean are quickly detected by Shewhart-type control models. However,
Shewhart-type control models are not sensitive in detecting small shifts in the
mean. Additional so-called runs rules are sometimes applied to improve the
performance of the Shewhart model (see for example Champ and Woodall
(1997) or Does and Schriever (1992)). These runs rules introduce some
memory which results in faster detection of small shifts in the mean.
In EWMA control models the process is monitored using a weighted
mean of all previous observations. The weight attached to recent observations
is high compared to the weights of older observations. The weights decline
exponentially as the observations get older and older. The EWMA parameter
λ determines the memory of the EWMA control model. The CUSUM model,
which was originally introduced by Page (1954), uses an unweighted sum of
all previous observations. This model has a rather long memory.
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4.7

Summary
In this chapter, we consider an overview of EWMA control model.

Like the CUSUM, the EWMA utilizes all previous observations, but the
weight attached to data is exponentially declining as the observations get
older and older. Several enhancements to EWMA control schemes were
evaluated. These include a FIR feature that makes the scheme more sensitive
at start-up. These enhancements work as well for EWMA control schemes as
they do for CUSUM. We have described the properties of EWMA control
schemes and have compared them with CUSUM control schemes. The results
show that the properties of EWMA’s are close to those of CUSUM schemes.
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Chapter 5

A

N APPLICATION OF

CUSUM & EWMA
CONTROL MODELS
5.1

Introduction
Shewhart’s concept of natural and special variations is clearly relevant

to the production of concrete blocks and the requirement to achieve a
specified compressive strength. Natural variations exist in the process due to
variation in the raw materials (aggregate grading, chemical composition etc),
batching accuracy, plant performance, sampling and testing etc. Special
causes of variation, outside of the natural variations could be due to changed
constituent materials being used, weigh-scales losing accuracy, a new batcher,
problems with testing equipment etc.

Concrete Blocks are a hardened building material and typical concrete
blocks consists of only 4–6 components: Portland cement, Sand, Coarse
aggregate (one, two or three fractions) Water. It may be solid or hollow. The
hollow type is widely used in building.(Methods of testing concrete- Strength
of hardened concrete, second Palestine copy, 2001). The use of concrete
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blocks is gaining popularity because of high strength of these materials and
low prices.
Control models have found widespread use in the concrete industry as a
tool for quality control. It can be applied to monitor a range of product
characteristics (e.g. cube/cylinder strength, consistence, w/c ratio), constituent
materials (aggregate grading, cement strengths etc.) or production (batching
accuracy), (Gibb and Harrison, 2010).
Dewar and Anderson (1992), obtained the following definitions which
may clarify the meanings used here for building concrete blocks.
Quality control: the operation of procedures to maintain product quality at
the selected level. This involves decisions and actions by technical,
production and general management.
Production control: quality control during production together with
operation of preventive measures by production staff.
Quality monitoring: measurement of quality and advising of necessary
changes to maintain quality at the selected level - operated by technical and
production staff on raw materials and products.

5.2

Quality Monitoring
Various methods of analysis are used to compare mean level and

uniformity achieved with target levels and to identify need for action. The
CUSUM system of monitoring and analysis is an example of a method
applied particularly to strength, but it can also be used to control other
properties (Day,1983).
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The control can cover any property of materials or concrete, such as
aggregate grading, slump, or air content, but is particularly associated with28day cube strength because by its very nature it is not a property which can be
measured ahead of, or at the time of, manufacture. There is thus always a
delay in obtaining results, which implies that action to correct any observed
departure from the intended quality will in turn always be delayed. In
addition, the test compressive strength for concrete blocks can be done at any
age (Dewar and Anderson,1992).
Engineering Department usually specify the required compressive
strength time of building blocks (28 days) and compressive strength unit
(Kilo-grams per square centimeter) or MEGA PASCAL’s (MPa) and pounds
per square inch (p/s inch).
The most common application of control models is as a means of
continuously assessing compressive strength results in order to:
- check whether target strengths are being achieved;
- measure the variations from target (all products vary);
- identify magnitude of any variation;
- objectively define action required (e.g. change w/c ratio) to get the process
back on target;
- identify periods and concretes where the strength was less than specified, so
that investigations can be carried out and corrective action taken (Gibb and
Harrison, 2010).
In all cases where concrete blocks manufactured, the producer has the
responsibility of controlling the quality of the concrete so that the compliance
requirements are satisfied.
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The British Standard and Palestine Standard, of Testing Materials, and
other organizations have used a variety of methods for testing the strength.
Quality control models are widely used by the Engineers of concrete blocks
production processes, and by the Engineers at the site to continually monitor
the strength of these products. Standard test methods have been developed for
this purpose as well.

This study was performed in two phases:

test the quality of the

compressive strength of famous grades of concrete blocks and analyze the
results then compare the methods. To first test and analyze the strength,
conventional. CUSUM, EWMA technique and V-Mask control models were
generated for four real data sets. With this technique, the concrete hardened
blocks operators can monitor the strength of the concrete produced by them
on daily, weekly or monthly basis.

Next, the results were compared to each other. Two characteristics of the
control model were evaluated:
1. How effective were each of the control model at detecting real
shifts?
2. Does one model stand out as being more effective thus should be
recommended for use in monitoring concrete blocks?
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5.3

Statistics for Concrete
In this section, We will describe some statistical concepts of concrete

strength as follows:

5.3.1

Normal Distribution of Strength
Compressive strength test results tend to follow a normal distribution as

illustrated in Figure 5.1. A normal distribution is defined by two parameters,
the mean value of the distribution and the standard deviation (σ), which is the
measure of the spread of results around the mean value. A low standard
deviation means that most strength results will be close to the mean value; a
high standard deviation means that the strength of significant proportions of
the results will be well below (or above) the mean value.

The area under the normal distribution between two values represents
the probability that a result will fall within this range of values. The term ‘tail’
is used to mean the area under the normal distribution between a value, e.g. a
compressive strength, and where the frequency is effectively zero. For
strength it is the lower tail, i.e. low strength results, that is important but for
other properties, e.g. consistence, both the lower and upper tails are important.
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Figure 5.1 Illustration of concrete strength distribution

At the extremes of the strength range for a given set of constituent
materials, the assumption of a normally distributed set of data may not be
valid. It is not possible to have strengths less than zero and most concretes
have a ceiling strength beyond which they cannot go. In these situations the
data set is skewed. However as low strengths are of concern to specifiers, an
assumption of normally distributed data does not lead to problems in practice,
(Gibb and Harrison, 2010).

5.3.2 Characteristic Strength and Target Strength
The relationship between cement content and strength allows to satisfy
any specified strength requirement when account is taken of the following
aspects:
(i) In selecting the cement content, a target mean strength has to be selected
that exceeds the specified characteristic strength by a design margin which
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includes a statistical constant and the depot standard deviation, in the
following way:
target mean = specified + design
strength
strength margin

Where design margin = depot standard deviation × k
(ii) The value of the statistical constant k is selected according to the
proportion of test results that are permitted to fall below the specified strength
and to accord with the specified compliance rules.
(iii) Typically, a value for k of 2 is adopted by the producer to satisfy
compliance rules of international and Palestine Standards, but on occasion a
higher value may be selected to build in additional safety. Incidentally, the
principle of characteristic strength, requires k to be only 1.64. (Dewar and
Anderson, 1992)
EN 206-1, specifies the characteristic compressive strength of concrete
in terms of a standard cylinder test or a standard cube test carried out at 28
days. The characteristic strength is defined in EN 206-1 as the “value of
strength below which 5% of the population of all possible strength
determinations of the volume of concrete under consideration, are expected to
fall”. Put simply this means that if every single batch was tested, 5% of the
results would fall within the lower ‘tail’ of the normal distribution that starts
1.64σ below the actual mean strength. However the actual mean strength will
not be known until the concrete has been produced and tested and therefore
the target mean strength (TMS) is usually set at some higher value to ensure
the concrete achieves at least the specified characteristic strength.
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The target mean strength is given in Equation (5.1).
TMS = fck + k σ

(5.1)

Where
TMS = target mean strength
fck = characteristic compressive strength
σ = estimate for standard deviation of population
k = statistical constant
k σ = the margin
The fixed point in the distribution is the specified characteristic strength and
as the margin increases and/or the standard deviation increases, the target
mean strength increases.

5.3.3

Standard Deviation

The standard deviation of a population will only be truly known if every batch
of concrete is tested. However if 35 or more results are available, the
estimated standard deviation is likely to be very close to the true standard
deviation. This is the reason why EN 206-1 requires 35 results to calculate the
initial standard deviation.
When n ≥35, the standard deviation may be estimated using the equation:

Standard deviation, σ =

 x
n

i

 x



2

 1
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5.3.4.

Setting the Target Strength

The target strength is set to achieve a balance between the following
requirements:
i.

high probability of achieving a population with at least the specified
characteristic strength,

ii.

low risk of failing the minimum strength criterion,

iii.

low consumers risk,

iv.

low producers risk,

v.

competitive and economic.

The target strength is selected by the producer, but the producer may have to
comply with certain minimum values. The target strength should never be
lower than (fck +1.64σ), but it is normally higher than this value. National
requirements, the requirements of a certification body or other requirements
may impose minimum target strengths.

UK experience is that a minimum target strength of (fck +1.96σ) at a
test rate of at least 16 results per month is a good balance between these
conflicting demands. With a concrete family this gives about a 3σ margin, i.e.
a 1:1000risk of failing the minimum strength requirement . Data collected by
a UK certification body on individual batch non-conformities shows that the
actual rate of non-conformity is an order of magnitude lower and this is due to
the active control of the production(Gibb and Harrison, 2010).
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5.4 Analysis Techniques
5.4.1

Data Sets Analyzed

In order to test and analyze the compressive strength of concrete blocks
using CUSUM and EWMA methodologies to detect changes in

standard

specifications in the Gaza strip. Four real sample data sets were chosen for
analysis, namely data sets for Grades of concrete blocks “B250”, “B300”,
“B350”, and “B400” are obtained directly from the production line in Gaza
strip. The data were obtained from inspection compressive strength of
concrete blocksat age 28 days by Hydraulic Machines directly in:

1. Consulting Center For quality and calibration(CCQC) / Gaza
2. Materials and soil testing laboratory /Engineers Association /the provinces
of Gaza.

The data set for these Grades containing the compressive strength
figures for Gaza plants were examined if there is a variability in compressive
strength, and where the variability ranged from very low to extreme.

By using a designed four real data sets spanning the range of variability as in
the concrete blocks plants, the outcome of the analysis could be applicable to
a wide range of systems in operation in the concrete blocks industry .
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Notice:

1. In this study, the Minitab statistical software will be used to construct the
Control models.
2. Collected data by inspection compressive strength of concrete blocks
during two different periods. The first one started from 23/8/2012 to
11/11/2012 and the second one started from 29/12/2012 to 31/3/2013.
3. Constructed control models, for samples (each sample is the mean of three
cubes) of age 28 Days, on the strength of concrete hardened blocks.
4. The data considered for the demonstrative analysis is of:
*(100) samples of “B250”grade concrete.
*(100) samples of “B300”grade concrete.
*(55) samples of “B350”grade concrete.
*(20) samples of “B400”grade concrete.
5. Construction control models with only centerline, upper control limit
(UCL) and lower control limit (LCL) because of nature of real data were
obtained by testing compressive strength of concrete blocks directly from
laboratories.
6. Palestinian Standard Specifications used to control quality of output of the
process.
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5.4.2 Method of Analysis
For each of the four real datasets that were chosen using the
methodology described above, three models were developed:

The first model displays the Shewhart Xbar model for the grades over the
period of analysis in briefly.
The second model displays a CUSUM model as generated by Minitab for
each grade using specific h and k values as determined. This provided a visual
depiction of the compressive strength trend and the variability.
The third model displays a V-Mask model of CUSUM plot as a daily
monitoring tool, applying over the last day.
The fourth model displays a EWMA control model for the data sets as
generated by Minitab for each grade. This provided a visual depiction of the
compressive strength trend and the variability.

By examining the CUSUM and the EWMA model, the author will
monitor and evaluate the state of the quality compressive strength

of

building concrete blocks and assess the effectiveness of each method relative
to its ability to determining shifts in compressive strength.
5.4.3 Component Analysis
The use of control models should not be treated in isolation from the
rest of production control. For example routine checking and maintenance of
weigh equipment will minimize the risk of a weigh-scale failure. Control
models provide information about the process, but the interpretation of the
information is not a mechanical process. All the information available to the
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concrete producer should be used to interpret the information and make
informed decisions. Did a change in quality occur when a new batch of
constituent was first used? Is all the family showing the same trend? Are other
plants using similar materials showing a similar trend? Such information
leads to the cause of the change in quality being identified and appropriate
action being taken. For example a loss of accuracy in the weigh-scales should
lead to repair, maintenance and re-calibration and not a change in mix
proportions. Where a change in mix proportions is required, the use of control
models can lead to objectively defined changes in proportions.
Effective production control is about using all the information to
produce concrete conforming to its specification. Effective production
control, which includes the use of control models, significantly reduces the
risk of non-conformity benefiting both users and producers of concrete (Gibb
and Harrison,2010).

5.4.4. The CUSUM System of Concrete Strength Monitoring

The production of concrete must be controlled in such a way that strength
specifications are met and materials costs are kept as low as possible. The
CUSUM system is a practical means of meeting these requirements. In
general, the CUSUM system measures performance relative to design
intentions. It compares results with target values and checks whether they are
consistent with intended and required levels. The CUSUM system is used for
monitoring trends in mean strength, standard deviation and the relationship
between early-age and 28-day strengths. It assists detection of changes in
these properties, and indicates when action should be taken to increase the
probability of meeting the specification or to reduce the materials cost of the
concrete.
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When used to monitor concrete strength, the CUSUM system has
advantages over other systems mentioned before:

i.

The CUSUM system is more sensitive in detecting changes of the
magnitude experienced with concrete production.

ii.

Reliable decisions can be made on fewer results.

iii.

The trend of results can be identified from the general slope of a plot.

iv.

The slopes of graphs can be used to determine the magnitudes of
properties (ie, mean strength and standard deviation).

v.

Positions of changes in the slopes of graphs indicate approximately
when changes occurred.

Against these advantages there may be a slightly increased complexity in
processing data compared with other systems. This is of little consequence
when the system is computerized (Sobhani, 2009).

Test results are compared with the designed target values, and checks are
made to confirm whether they are consistent with the required levels for
compliance. In applying the technique, the target value is subtracted from
each of the measured results, giving positive and negative differences. These
differences when added together for a number of results form a cumulative
sum CUSUM. When this cumulative sum is plotted graphically against the
sequence of results, a visual presentation of the trend relative to the target
level is produced (Dewar and Anderson,1992).
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5.5

Results Analysis of Shewhart Xbar Plot for Concrete Blocks

Figure 5.2 to figure 5.9 displays the Shewhart Xbar Plot for grades concrete
blocks “B250”, “B300”, “B350” and “B400” at the two specific perioeds.
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Fig: 5.2. Conventional Shewhart X bar plot for B250 Concrete Blocks of period 1.
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Fig: 5.3. Conventional Shewhart X bar plot for B250 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Fig: 5.4. Conventional Shewhart X bar plot for B300 Concrete Blocks of period.
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Fig: 5.5. Conventional Shewhart X bar plot for B300 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Fig: 5.6. Conventional Shewhart X bar plot for B350 Concrete Blocks of period.
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Fig: 5.7. Conventional Shewhart X bar plot for B350 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Fig: 5.8. Conventional Shewhart X bar plot for B400 Concrete Blocks of period 1.
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Fig: 5.9. Conventional Shewhart X bar plot for B400 Concrete Blocks of period 2.

The basic analysis for formulating a conventional Shewhart X bar plot is
as follows:

As long as the readings remain randomly within the range between the
LCL and UCL, the process is considered within control. But
Fig.5.2 observed that only three samples goes beyond the upper control limits
of grade B250 concrete blocks,
Fig.5.4 and Fig.5.5 observed that only four samples goes beyond the upper
control limits of grade B300 concrete blocks,
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Fig.5.7 observed that only one sample goes beyond the upper control limits of
grade B350 concrete blocks,
Fig.5.8 observed that only one sample goes beyond the lower control limits of
grade B400 concrete blocks.
This means that all of these grades have 9 signals totally and the other
samples of grades remain randomly within the range between the LCL and
UCL, knowing that these signals have not any affection of other samples
which shows a facile, effortless, cheap concrete blocks problem.
It is very hard with the eye to detect that small variations and process shifts
has occurred in this model, and if there is a big alarm or trigger. So the reader
can see that a Shewhart

model is not very effective in detecting small

persistent changes in mean.
Indeed when the control model does give a signal, it should be taken
very seriously and there were some assignable causes that affected the
production process and the quality of the concrete blocks. These assignable
variations can be attributed to change in mix constituent materials (cement
characteristics, fine aggregates, coarse aggregates, ad-mixtures, water quality
etc.), uncalibrated weigh-scales, workmanship, or a problem in the mix design
These attractions of the Shewhart model should not blind one to a serious
limitation. It has no memory, and so although it is very effective for detecting
isolated special causes that lead to large shifts in the data, it is not very
effective in detecting more moderate shifts, even if these more moderate shifts
persist.
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5.6.

Analysis Results of CUSUM Plot for Concrete Blocks
Plots were prepared for each of the four real grade and the results

analyzed as follows.
5.6.1 Analysis Results for Grade Concrete Blocks “B250”
1- For the data of B250 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional CUSUM plot is as follows:
Grade

B250

Period

1

Sample Mean

321.46Kg/Cm2
40.36 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)
=fck+ 2 σ [Dewar and Anderson]

Target Mean Strength (TMS)

= 250 + 2( 40.36)
= 330.72Kg/Cm2
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Fig: 5.10. Conventional CUSUM Plot for B250 Concrete Blocks of period 1.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.10.
In general, upward slopes indicate an increase in mean strength and standard
deviation from TMS and downward slopes reflect a reduction. Out of control
processing and high fluctuation of test strength about the target mean strength
is desirable. As per Fig 5.10,

1- The trend of the graph for the conventional CUSUM plot shows a high
fluctuation of increasing and decreasing of the strength about the
specified strength of 250Kg/Cm2upto sample no.42
2- The strength falls below the specified strength of 250Kg/Cm2 and there
is a cute decrease in the strength trend up

to sample no.59, with

fluctuations also.
3- After which at sample no.57, the strength stills in negative trend and
exceed the decision interval H- upto sample no.59, this means that the
process is considered to be out of control.
4- A slight increase in the strength trend upto sample no.61 .
5- Though there is again a recovery of strength upto sample no.100, the
strength again falls below the specified strength of 250 Kg/Cm2and
exceed the decision interval H- , the process is considered to be out of
control. Thereafter the CUSUM plot shows a negative trend upto sample
no.100 with fluctuations.
6- The trend of the graph shows a big increasing in standard deviation
from TMS.
The out of control process and high degree of fluctuation of mean strength
and standard deviation from TMS with a negative trend reveals the fact that
the system of quality monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study
is inadequate. This also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete
by the client.
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2- For the data of B250 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional CUSUM plot is as follows:

Grade

B250

Period

2

Sample Mean

291.25Kg/Cm2
43.23 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)
=fck+ 2 σ [Dewar and Anderson]

Target Mean Strength (TMS)

= 250 + 2( 43.23)
= 336.46Kg/Cm2
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Fig: 5.11. Conventional CUSUM Plot for B250 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.11.
1- The trend of the graph for the conventional CUSUM plot shows that
the strength falls below the specified strength of 250Kg/Cm2 and there
is acute decrease in the strength trend upto sample no.30

with a little

fluctuation.
2- After which at sample no.28 the strength stills in negative trend and
exceed the decision interval H- upto sample no.33, this means
that the process is considered to be out of control.
3- A slight increase in the strength trend upto sample no.40.
4- Though there is again a recovery of strength upto sample no.81, the
strength again falls below the specified strength of 250 Kg/Cm2 fluctuate
rapidly and exceed the decision interval H- , the process is considered to
be out of control.
5- A slight increase in the strength trend at sample no79 upto sample
no.84
6- The strength again falls below the specified strength of 250 Kg/Cm2at
sample no.85and exceed the decision interval H- upto sample no.94,
the process is considered to be out of control.
7- A slight increase in the strength trend upto sample no.100 above the
specified strength of 250 Kg/Cm2.
8- The trend of the graph shows abig increasing in standard deviation
from TMS
The out of control process and high degree of fluctuation of mean strength
and standard deviation from TMS with a negative trend reveals the fact that
the system of quality monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study
is inadequate. This also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete
by the client.
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5.6.2 Analysis Results for Grade Concrete Blocks “B300”

1- For the data of B300 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional CUSUM plot is as follows:
Grade

B300

Period

1

Sample Mean

363.09 Kg/Cm2
40.73 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)
=fck+ 2 σ [Dewar and Anderson]

Target Mean Strength (TMS)

= 300 + 2( 40.73)
= 381.46Kg/Cm2
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Fig: 5.12. Conventional CUSUM Plot for B300 Concrete Blocks of period 1.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.12.
1- The trend of the graph for the conventional CUSUM plot shows that
the strength falls below the specified strength of 300Kg/Cm2 and there
is abrupt decrease in the strength trend from sample no.1 upto sample
no.100 with lightly fluctuation.
2- After which at sample no.46 the strength stills in negative trend and
exceed the decision interval H- upto sample no.100 , this means that the
process is considered to be out of control.
3- The trend of the graph shows abig increasing in standard deviation
from TMS

The out of control process and fluctuation of mean strength and standard
deviation from TMS with a negative trend reveals the fact that the system of
quality monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study is inadequate.
This also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete by the client.
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2- For the data of B300 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional CUSUM plot is as follows:

Grade

B300

Period

2

Sample Mean

351Kg/Cm2
45.8 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)
=fck+ 2 σ [Dewar and Anderson]

Target Mean Strength (TMS)

= 300 + 2( 45.8)
= 391.6Kg/Cm2
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Fig: 5.13. Conventional CUSUM Plot for B300 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.13.
1- In generally the CUSUM plot shows a negative trend, acute fluctuation
decrease in the strength trend and an obvious increasing in standard
deviation from TMS upto the last sample.
2- The trend of the graph for the conventional CUSUM plot shows that
the strength falls below the specified strength of 300Kg/Cm2upto the
sample no.31.
3- After which at sample no.13 the strength stills in negative trend and
exceed the decision interval H- upto sample no.45, this means that the
process is considered to be out of control.
4- An increase in the strength trend from sample no.32 upto sample no.63
and exceed the decision interval H+, this means that the process is
considered to be out of control.
5- Though there is again a recovery of strength upto the last sample, the
strength again falls below the specified strength of 300 Kg/Cm2, fluctuate
and exceed the decision interval H- , the process is considered to be out
of control.
6- Thereafter the CUSUM plot shows an obvious increasing in standard
deviation from TMS with a negative trend upto the last sample.

The out of control process and high degree of fluctuation of mean strength
and standard deviation from TMS with a negative trend reveals the fact that
the system of quality monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study
is inadequate. This also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete
by the client.
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5.6.3 Analysis Results for Grade Concrete Blocks “B350”
1- For the data of B350 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional CUSUM plot is as follows:
Grade

B350

Period

1

Sample Mean

388 Kg/Cm2
33.93 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)
=fck+ 2 σ [Dewar and Anderson]

Target Mean Strength (TMS)

= 350 + 2( 33.93)
= 417.86Kg/Cm2
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Fig: 5.14. Conventional CUSUM Plot for B350 Concrete Blocks of period 1.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.14.

With a first blush, the plot tells us that the process is in control because all
CUSUM samples lie between the control limits. However, there seems to be
that,

1- The trend of the graph for the conventional CUSUM plot shows a slight
increase in the strength trend at the first three samples then the strength
return to fall below the specified strength of 350Kg/Cm2 and there is
abrupt decrease in the strength trend upto sample no.14 with a little
fluctuation.
2- slight increase in the strength trend above the specified strength of
350Kg/Cm2upto sample no.31.
3- Though there is again a recovery of strength upto sample no.38, the
strength again falls below the specified strength of 250 Kg/Cm2.
4- After which at sample no.39 the strength trend increases in a fluctuate
way above the specified strength of 350Kg/Cm2upto sample no.51
5- Thereafter the CUSUM plot shows a negative trend upto the last
sample.
6- The CUSUM plot shows an obvious increasing in standard deviation
from TMS with a negative trend upto the last sample.
7- The CUSUM plot shows a negative trend but not exceed the decision
interval H
The high degree of fluctuation of mean strength and standard deviation with a
negative trend reveals the fact that the system of quality monitoring adopted
by the Gaza strip plants under study is inadequate. This also increases the
probability of rejection of the concrete by the client.
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2- For the data of B350 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional CUSUM plot is as follows:

Grade

B350

Period

2

Sample Mean

394Kg/Cm2
30.18 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)
=fck+ 2 σ [Dewar and Anderson]

Target Mean Strength (TMS)

= 350 + 2( 30.18)
= 410.36Kg/Cm2
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Fig: 5.15. Conventional CUSUM Plot for B350 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.15.
1- The trend of the graph for the conventional CUSUM plot shows a slight
increase in the strength trend upto sample no.12.
2- After which at sample no.28

the strength falls below the specified

strength of 350Kg/Cm2 and there is acute decrease in the strength trend
upto sample no.26.
3- There is again a recovery of strength upto sample no.44, the strength
again increases hardly above the specified strength of 350 Kg/Cm2, to
exceed the above decision interval H+ , the process is considered to be
out of control.
4- There is again a recovery of strength upto sample no.49, the strength
again falls below the specified strength of 350 Kg/Cm2.
5- A marked improve appear in the strength trend resetting to zero upto
the last sample .

The out of control process and high degree of fluctuation of mean strength
and standard deviation from TMS with a negative trend reveals the fact that
the system of quality monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study
is inadequate. This also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete
by the client.
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5.6.4 Analysis Results for Grade Concrete Blocks “B400”

1- For the data of B400 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional CUSUM plot is as follows:

Grade

B400

Period

1

Sample Mean

456.20 Kg/Cm2
32.25 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)
=fck+ 2 σ [Dewar and Anderson]

Target Mean Strength (TMS)

= 400 + 2( 32.25)
= 464.5 Kg/Cm2
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Fig: 5.16. Conventional CUSUM Plot for B400 Concrete Blocks of period 1.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.16.
1- The trend of the graph for the conventional CUSUM plot shows that
the strength falls below the specified strength of 400Kg/Cm2 and there
is abrupt decrease in the strength trend upto sample no.9.
2- A slight increase in the strength trend upto the last sample.
3- After which at sample no.6 the strength stills in negative trend and
exceed the decision interval H- upto sample no.17, this means
that the process is considered to be out of control.

4- An increase is again a recovery of strength above the specified strength
of 400 Kg/Cm2 from sample 16uptothe last sample.
5- The trend of the graph shows abig increasing in standard deviation
from TMS

The out of control process and high degree of fluctuation of standard
deviation with a negative trend reveals the fact that the system of quality
monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study is inadequate.
This also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete by the
client.
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2- For the data of B400 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional CUSUM plot is as follows:
Grade

B400

Period

2

Sample Mean

457Kg/Cm2
27.47 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)
=fck+ 2 σ [Dewar and Anderson]

Target Mean Strength (TMS)

= 400 + 2( 27.47)
= 454.94 Kg/Cm2
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Fig: 5.17. Conventional CUSUM Plot for B400 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.17
1- The trend of the graph for the conventional CUSUM plot shows that
the strength falls zigzag closely below the specified strength of
400Kg/Cm2with a little fluctuation of standard deviation upto sample
no.7 .
2- A clear increase in the strength trend upto sample no.14. and sample
no. 14 exceed the decision interval H+, this means that the process is
considered to be out of control.
3- After which at sample no.15, the strength falls below the specified
strength of 400Kg/Cm2 and there is abrupt decrease in the strength
trend upto sample no.19.
4- Though there is again a recovery of strength standard deviation upto
sample no.18, the standard deviation grow far-off TMS making a hill.

The out of control process and high degree of fluctuation of standard
deviation with a negative trend reveals the fact that the system of quality
monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study is inadequate.
This also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete by the
client.
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5.7

Application of V-Mask to CUSUM Plot
To confirm whether a significant change has occurred, a transparent

mask, in the shape of a truncated “V” is placed over the last CUSUM plotted
with the designated lead point shown in Fig 5.18 superimposed over it. If the
plot remains inside the boundaries of the mask, no significant change has
occurred, that is, the concrete quality has not deviated from the desirable level
significantly. The deviations that have occurred are acceptable and these are
due to uncontrollable random factors. However, if the plot crosses a
boundary, a significant trend can be detected and action is required. This
mask is applied to the plot each time a new result is added and a further check
is made. V-Mask can be applied to CUSUM plot as a daily monitoring tool.
The V mask of figure 5.18 joining three straight lines, namely, the base of the
truncated V and the two inclined lines joining the base. The base is called the
decision interval (DI) and its length is 8.1σ. The gradient of the two
symmetrically placed inclined lines is σ/ 6 in case of the mask meant for
detecting significant change in mean, σ being the plant standard deviation
(Sarkar and Dutta,2008).

Fig. 5.18. V- Mask for monitoring CUSUM mean strength.

As V-Mask can be applied to CUSUM plot as a daily monitoring tool.
We want to apply V-mask over the last day, there seems to be that,
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Fig: 5.19. Application of V- Mask to CUSUM Plot for B250 Concrete blocks of period 1.
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Fig: 5.20. Application of V- Mask to CUSUM Plot for B250 Concrete blocks of period 2 .
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Vmask for B300 concrete blocks-p1
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Fig: 5.21. Application of V- Mask to CUSUM Plot for B300 Concrete blocks of period 1.
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Fig: 5.22. Application of V- Mask to CUSUM Plot for B300 Concrete blocks of period 2.
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Vmask for B350 concrete blocks-p1
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Fig: 5.23. Application of V- Mask to CUSUM Plot for B350 Concrete blocks of period 1.
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Fig: 5.24. Application of V- Mask to CUSUM Plot for B300 Concrete blocks of period 2.
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Fig: 5.25. Application of V- Mask to CUSUM Plot for B400 Concrete blocks of period 1.
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Fig: 5.26. Application of V- Mask to CUSUM Plot for B400 Concrete blocks of period 2.
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When the V-Mask is applied over the last point plotted,

In Fig. 19,Fig. 21 and Fig. 22,it is observed that of the CUSUM plot, sample
no.1 goes beyond the boundary of the mask,
In Fig. 24, it is observed that of the CUSUM plot, sample no.17 goes beyond
the boundary of the mask.
which is a signal that a significant change has taken place, that is, the concrete
quality has deviated from the desirable level significantly. At this last point,
the root cause of this change has to be investigated. There might be a problem
in the raw materials (cement, fine aggregates, course aggregates, admixtures
etc.), workmanship, or a problem in the mix design itself. Thus, necessary
modifications in mix design or raw materials or workmanship will result in
lower deviations of the concrete strength from the target mean strength. Thus
the downward trend of the CUSUM plot can be prevented.
In Fig. 20,Fig. 23,Fig. 25 and Fig. 26, it is observed that of the CUSUM plot,
no sample goes beyond the boundary of the mask. So there is no significant
change has occurred, that is, the concrete quality has not deviated from the
desirable level significantly. The deviations that have occurred are acceptable
and these are due to uncontrollable random factors.
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5.8.

Analysis Results of EWMA Plot for Concrete Blocks

Plots were prepared for each of the four real grade and the results analyzed as
follows:
5.8.1 Analysis Results for Grade Concrete Blocks “B250”
1- For the data of B250 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional EWMA plot is as follows:
Grade

B250

Period

1

Sample Mean

321.46 Kg/Cm2
40.36 ( Plant Standard Deviation

Standard Deviation (σ )

of the sample under analysis)

Weight of EWMA

0.1

EWMA for B250 concrete blocks- p1
350
UCL=346.69
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340
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_
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Fig: 5.27. Conventional EWMA Plot for B250 Concrete Blocks of period 1.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.27.

With a first blush, the plot tells us that the process is in control because all
EWMAt lie between the control limits. However, there seems to be that,
1. The trend of the graph for the conventional EWMA plot shows a high
fluctuation of increasing and decreasing of the strength about the
specified strength of 250 Kg/Cm2upto sample no.42
2. The strength falls below the specified strength of 250 Kg/Cm2 and there
is a cute decrease in the strength trend upto sample no.59, with
fluctuations also.
3. A slight increase in the strength trend upto sample no.61.
4. Though there is again a recovery of strength upto sample no.77, the
strength again falls below the specified strength of 250 Kg/Cm2witha
cute decrease.
5. A clear increase in the strength trend upto sample no.87.
6. Thereafter the CUSUM plot shows a negative trend upto last samples
100 with fluctuations.
7. The trend of the graph shows a high degree of fluctuation in standard
deviation from TMS.

The high degree of fluctuation of mean strength and standard deviation from
TMS with a negative trend reveals the fact that the system of quality
monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study is inadequate. This
also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete by the client.
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2- For the data of B250 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional EWMA plot is as follows:
Grade

B250

Period

2

Sample Mean

291.25 Kg/Cm2
43.23 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)

Weight of EWMA

0.1
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Fig: 5.28. Conventional EWMA Plot for B250 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.28.
With a first blush, the plot tells us that the process is in control because all
EWMAt lie between the control limits. However, there seems to be that,
1- The trend of the graph for the conventional CUSUM plot shows that
the strength falls below the specified strength of 250 Kg/Cm2 and there
is acute decrease in the strength trend upto sample no.28

with a little

fluctuation.
2- An increase in the strength trend upto sample no.40.
3- Though there is again a recovery of strength upto sample no.46 , the
strength

again

falls

below

the

specified

strength

of

250

Kg/Cm2withacute decrease and again increases upto sample no.67 .
4- The strength trend continuing in fluctuation, rapidly fluctuate with
decreasing upto sample no.76,increasing upto sample no.82, decreasing
upto sample no.92,increasing upto last samples.
8. The trend of the graph shows a high degree of fluctuation in standard
deviation from TMS.

The high degree of fluctuation of mean strength and standard deviation from
TMS with a negative trend reveals the fact that the system of quality
monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study is inadequate. This
also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete by the client.
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5.8.2 Analysis Results for Grade Concrete Blocks “B300”

For the data of B300 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional CUSUM plot is as follows:
Grade

B300

Period

1

Sample Mean

363.09 Kg/Cm2
40.73 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)

Weight of EWMA

0.1
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Fig: 5.29.Conventional EWMA Plot for B300 Concrete Blocks of period 1.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.29.
With a first blush, the plot tells us that the process is in control because all
EWMAt lie between the control limits. However, there seems to be that,

1- The trend of the graph for the conventional EWMA plot shows that the
strength falls below the specified strength of 300 Kg/Cm2 and there is
abrupt decrease in the strength trend from sample no.1 upto sample
no.79 with lightly fluctuation.
2- After which at sample no.80, A clear increase in the strength trend upto
sample no.97 .
3- Thereafter the EWMA plot shows a negative trend upto last samples
with fluctuations.
4- The trend of the graph shows a high degree of fluctuation in standard
deviation from TMS.

The high degree of fluctuation of mean strength and standard deviation from
TMS with a negative trend reveals the fact that the system of quality
monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study is inadequate. This
also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete by the client.
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2- For the data of B300 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional EWMA plot is as follows:

Grade

B300

Period

2

Sample Mean

351 Kg/Cm2
45.8 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)

Weight of EWMA

0.1
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Fig: 5.30.Conventional EWMA Plot for B300 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.30.
1- In generally the EWMA plot shows acute fluctuation of decreasing and
increasing in the strength trend and an obvious increasing in standard
deviation from TMS upto the last sample.
2- At the first sample the strength trend exceed the UCL , this means that
the process is considered to be out of control.
3- The trend of the graph for the conventional EWMA plot shows that the
strength falls below the specified strength of 300Kg/Cm2upto the
sample no.22 .
4- After which at sample no.23, A great increase in the strength trend upto
sample no.64 ,then A great decrease in the strength trend upto sample
no.68 .The standard deviation grow far-off TMS making a hill by this
bad conversion.
5- The head of the hill exceed the UCL from sample no.45to sample no.58
, this means that the process is considered to be out of control.
6- An fluctuated increase in the strength trend from sample no.69 upto
last sample.
7- Thereafter the EWMA plot shows an obvious increasing in standard
deviation from TMS with a fluctuated trend upto the last sample.
8- The hill of the graph shows a big trouble in concrete block producing.

The out of control process and high degree of fluctuation of mean strength
and standard deviation from TMS with a negative trend reveals the fact that
the system of quality monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study
is inadequate. This also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete
by the client.
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5.8.3 Analysis Results for Grade Concrete Blocks “B350”

1- For the data of B350 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional EWMA plot is as follows:

Grade

B350

Period

1

Sample Mean

388 Kg/Cm2
33.93 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)

Weight of EWMA

0.1
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Fig: 5.31.Conventional EWMA Plot for B350 Concrete Blocks of period 1.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.31.

The plot tells us that the process is in control because all EWMAt lie between
the control limits. However, there seems to be that,
1- The trend of the graph for the conventional EWMA plot shows a slight
increase in the strength trend at the first three samples then the strength
return to fall below the specified strength of 350Kg/Cm2 and there is
abrupt decrease in the strength trend upto sample no.14, with a little
fluctuation.
2- A slight increase in the strength trend above the specified strength of
350Kg/Cm2upto sample no.31.
3- Though there is again a recovery of strength upto sample no.37, the
strength again falls below the specified strength of 250 Kg/Cm2.
4- After which at sample no.38 the strength trend increases in a fluctuate
way above the specified strength of 350Kg/Cm2upto sample no.51
5- Thereafter the EWMA plot shows a negative trend upto the last sample
resetting to zero.
6- The EWMA plot shows an obvious increasing in standard deviation
from TMS with a negative trend upto the last sample.
7- The EWMA plot shows the same interoperation of CUSUM plot.

The high degree of fluctuation of mean strength and standard deviation with a
negative trend reveals the fact that the system of quality monitoring adopted
by the Gaza strip plants under study is inadequate. This also increases the
probability of rejection of the concrete by the client.
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2- For the data of B350 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional EWMA plot is as follows:

Grade

B350

Period

2

Sample Mean

394 Kg/Cm2
30.18 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)

Weight of EWMA

0.1
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Fig: 5.32. Conventional EWMA Plot for B350 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.32.

1- At the first sample the strength trend exceed the UCL , this means that
the process is considered to be out of control.
2- The trend of the graph for the conventional EWMA plot shows a slight
decrease upto sample no.9. then a slight increase in the strength trend
upto sample no.12.
3- After which at sample no.13, the strength falls below the specified
strength of 350Kg/Cm2 and there is acute decrease in the strength trend
upto sample no.21 .
4- There is again a recovery of strength upto sample no.44, the strength
again increases hardly above the specified strength of 350 Kg/Cm2, to
exceed the above UCL

at the only sample no.44, the process is

considered to be out of control.
5- There is again a recovery of strength upto sample no.49, the strength
again decreases acutely and falls below the specified strength of 350
Kg/Cm2.
6- A marked improve appear in the strength trend resetting to zero upto
the last sample .

The out of control process and high degree of fluctuation of mean strength
and standard deviation from TMS with a negative trend reveals the fact that
the system of quality monitoring adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study
is inadequate. This also increases the probability of rejection of the concrete
by the client.
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5.8.4 Analysis Results for Grade Concrete Blocks “B400”

1- For the data of B400 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional EWMA plot is as follows:

Grade

B400

Period

1

Sample Mean

456.20 Kg/Cm2
32.25 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)

Weight of EWMA

0.1

EWMA for B400 concrete blocks-p1
UCL=470.64

470
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_
_
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LCL=441.76
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Fig: 5.33. Conventional EWMA Plot for B400 Concrete Blocks of period 1.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.33.
1- The trend of the graph for the conventional EWMA plot shows that the
first three samples of the strength trend exceed the LCL , this means
that the process is considered to be out of control.
2- The trend of the graph for the conventional EWMA plot shows that the
strength falls below the specified strength of 400Kg/Cm2 and decreases
in negative trend upto sample no.9 .
3- After which at sample no.10, a great increase in the strength trend upto
the last sample .
4- The trend of the graph shows a big increasing in standard deviation
from TMS.

The out of control process and high degree of standard deviation with a
negative trend reveals the fact that the system of quality monitoring
adopted by the Gaza strip plants under study is inadequate. This also
increases the probability of rejection of the concrete by the client.
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2- For the data of B400 grade concrete, the basic analysis for formulating a
conventional EWMA plot is as follows:

Grade

B400

Period

2

Sample Mean

457 Kg/Cm2
27.47 ( Plant Standard Deviation of

Standard Deviation (σ )

the sample under analysis)

Weight of EWMA

0.1
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Fig: 5.34.Conventional EWMA Plot for B400 Concrete Blocks of period 2.
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Analysis of the Graphical Trend Obtained in Figure 5.34.

The plot tells us that the process is in control because all EWMAt lie between
the control limits. However, there seems to be that,
1- The trend of the graph for the conventional EWMA plot shows that the
strength falls zigzag closely below the specified strength of 400Kg/Cm2
with a little fluctuation of standard deviation upto sample no.7.
2- A clear increase in the strength trend upto sample no.13.
3- After which at sample no.14, there is abrupt decrease in the strength
trend upto sample no.19 and the strength falls below the specified
strength of 400 Kg/Cm2.
4- Therefore, there is again a recovery of strength standard deviation upto
sample no.18, the standard deviation grow far-off TMS making a hill.

The high degree of fluctuation of mean strength and standard deviation with a
negative trend reveals the fact that the system of quality monitoring adopted
by the Gaza strip plants under study is inadequate. This also increases the
probability of rejection of the concrete by the client.
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5.9 Comparisons between Findings of CUSUM and EWMA
Models.
1- For the grade “B250” of concrete blocks at period 1 and period 2, CUSUM
and EWMA are effective in detecting a deviation from target line
specification, excessive variability and high fluctuation of strength trend
about the target mean strength. The CUSUM model detected a movement
down in strength trend, exceeding the decision interval H that was missed
by the EWMA model. Overall, the EWMA methodology requires less
expertise than CUSUM and both model types appeared effective in detecting
an excessive variability around target line specification of grade “B250”, and
deviation from target line specification trend. The CUSUM methodology
more able to detect the out of control of the process than EWMA for these
types of components and may be a more efficient choice for monitoring these
types of components.
2 - For the grade “B300” of concrete blocks at period 1 and period 2,
CUSUM and EWMA are effective in detecting a deviation from target line
specification, excessive variability and high fluctuation of strength trend
about the target mean strength. The reader will notice that the CUSUM model
was more able in detecting a deviation from target line specification. The
CUSUM model detected a movement down in strength trend which exceed
the decision interval H (out of control samples) that was missed by the
EWMA model. Overall, the EWMA methodology requires less expertise than
CUSUM and both model types appeared effective in detecting an excessive
variability around target line specification of grade “B250”. The CUSUM
methodology is more fast and able to detect the deviation from target line
specification trend and the out of control of the process than EWMA for these
types of components and may be a more efficient choice for monitoring these
types of components.
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3- For the grade “B350” of concrete blocks at period 1 and period 2, CUSUM
and EWMA are effective in detecting a deviation from target line
specification, excessive variability and high fluctuation of strength trend
about the target mean strength. None of

CUSUM and EWMA models

detected any out of control samples at period 1 but the reader will notice that
the CUSUM model was more able in detecting out of control samples at
period 2. Overall, the EWMA methodology requires less overhead and
expertise than CUSUM and both model types appeared effective in detecting
an excessive variability around target line specification of grade “B350” and
deviations from target line specification . The CUSUM methodology more
fast to detect the out of control of the process than EWMA for these types of
components and may be a more efficient choice for monitoring these types of
components.

4- For the grade “B400” of concrete blocks at period 1 and period 2,CUSUM
and EWMA are effective in detecting a deviation from target line
specification and excessive variability about the target mean strength. The
reader will notice that the CUSUM and EWMA models were able to detect
out of control samples and the EWMA model become faster at period 1 but
CUSUM model was more able in detecting out of control samples at period 2.
Overall, the EWMA methodology requires less expertise than CUSUM and
both model types appeared effective in detecting an excessive variability
around target line specification of grade “B400”. The CUSUM methodology
more able to detect the out of control of the process than EWMA for these
types of components and may be a more efficient choice for monitoring these
types of components.
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5.10 Generalization of Findings and Recommendations
Both the CUSUM and the EWMA methodologies were very capable
and effective of detecting deviations from target line specification, excessive
variability and high fluctuation of strength trend about the target mean
strength when correctly set up to analyze the data.
However, the EWMA model has a single set up for all grades of concrete
blocks and less expertise than CUSUM. EWMA provides alarms less faster
than CUSUM.
However, the CUSUM model required a unique target mean strength (TMS)
for each grade of concrete and for each period. This gave it more focus and
attention to the specific standard specification for the samples under analysis.
In general, CUSUM model is more able to detect the out of control of
the process than EWMA, provides alarms faster, focus to the specific standard
specification and using an easily understood graphical approach. For
applications monitoring compressive strength of concrete blocks in Gaza
strip, CUSUM appears to be a more efficient method with very little loss in
efficiency.

5.11

Summary
In the present chapter, we discussed some Characteristics of strength

concrete blocks and quality monitoring, and we attempted to apply a
statistical technique normally used in quality control processes to identify
sustained changes in the concrete blocks in Gaza strip plants named as
CUSUM and EWMA systems.
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Control plots were developed using CUSUM and EWMA for four most
grades of concrete blocks. The processes to set up the required variables
needed to use the Minitab program to produce CUSUM and EWMA plots and
using the designed V-mask confidence limits, were used. Control plots were
developed using CUSUM and EWMA for four most famous

grades of

concrete blocks, the application of this method was illustrated in detail.
These system utilizes a graphical demonstration of changes in
production line of plant. Utilizing these method, a pair of cumulative sums
where the first is for detecting mean increases (C+) and the second is for
detecting mean decreases (C-) used to identify the changes in production line.
The effectiveness of the models relative to determining shifts in underlying
trends and the efficiency of the models relative to the time and expertise
required to generate the models were compared.
Both methods were very capable, effectiveness at detecting changes in
compressive strength of concrete blocks in Gaza strip. While EWMA was
much easier to set up across data sets, It appeared to be slightly less faster in
detecting changes.
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Chapter 6

C

onclusion
and

Recommendations
6.1 Conclusion
Maintaining quality of concrete blocks satisfying the standard
specification is a very important vital requirement around the globe especially
in Gaza strip. The production of concrete blocks must be controlled in such a
way that strength specifications are met and materials costs are kept as low as
possible. In the case of the average is much higher than the minimum
specified level, the amount of cement in the mixture and the energy used
could have been reduced by using the quality control models while still
meeting the minimum specified level. The CUSUM and EWMA systems are
a practical means of meeting these requirements.

On the basis of the results that are obtained from analytic real data on
the compressive strength of Gaza strip concrete blocks in this study, we draw
some conclusions which cannot be generalized to other regions concerning
using quality control models to monitor these products, as the following:
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1. A high degree deviation from Target line specification (standard
specification) is obtained in monitoring the quality of concrete blocks.
These deviations were suggested as small shifts away from the target.
This leads that the concrete blocks monitoring process is considered to
be out of control.

2. A high degree of fluctuation of concrete blocks mean strength and
excessive variability around target line

specification (standard

specification). This leads that the concrete blocks manufacturing
process is considered to be not stable.
3. The out of control process and high degree of fluctuation of mean
strength and standard deviation from TMS with excessive variability
reveals the fact that the quality adopted by the Gaza strip concrete
blocks plants under study is inadequate. This also increases the
probability of rejection of the concrete by the client.
4. The producers (concrete blocks manufacturers) can use these models to
identify the

possible causes significant changes and out of control

situation. By identifying this, the producers
manufacturing

can

improve

the

process by reducing variation, unnecessary waste or

over designed concrete mixtures.
5. CUSUM and EWMA procedures, in particular, have better overall
properties of Shewhart models.
6. CUSUM and EWMA systems are more sensitive in detecting changes
of small magnitude experienced with concrete blocks production, and
reliable decisions can be made based on fewer results.
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7. Both CUSUM and EWMA were effective and capable of detecting
shifts in monitoring the quality of concrete blocks.
8. EWMA models tended to be slightly slower in providing significants,
but were much easier to set up with a single set up required for all
grades of concrete blocks.
9. CUSUM model more faster in detecting the out of control of the
process than EWMA, provides significant faster. It more focus to the
specific standard specification and using an easily understood graphical
approach.
10. CUSUM model appears to be a more effective strength monitoring tool
for the concrete blocks industry with very little loss in efficiency.
11. The graphical plot readily identifies the trend of results from the
general slope of the graph. Alterations in the slope help to indicate the
approximate sample number when a change in strength or control
occurred. Subsequent investigation can then be concentrated on
materials or production procedures occurring at that sample. The slope
of the graph can be used to determine the magnitude of change.
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6.2

Recommendations:

The following recommendations for future studies are suggested:

1. This research work can be extended by applying the CUSUM and
EWMA technique to monitor quality to the other sectors of
construction industry like precast and modular fabrication units, the
highway industry like paver blocks and other associated products.

2. Other properties of concrete blocks can be modeled by CUSUM and
EWMA. In fact, information derived from these supplementary models
often helps to pinpoint assignable causes of any change in concrete
strength. An approach by means of transformation of using these
models in a multivariate process monitoring will be helpful.

3. Combining another model with the CUSUM or EWMA model can
support the monitoring process if these models fails to detect the shifts
in the process.
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